Michigan Women's Hall of Fame Life Achievement Award
Michigan Women's Studies
Lansing, MI

Colorado Springs, CO
Castruccio, David
2 1/4-inch(0.1 R), 1/2-inch(0.1 R) @ 1/4-inch(R) @ 0, 2R; 3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-034; 1985-030REV; MED0151.JPG

Colorado Springs, CO
Castruccio, David
2 1/4-inch(0.1 R), 1/2-inch(0.1 R) @ 1/4-inch(R) @ 0, 2R; 3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-034; 1985-030REV; MED0151.JPG

Baltimore Convention Merit of Service Medal
American Numismatic Association
Colorado Springs, CO (Baltimore, MD)
Customer Supplied
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-036; 1985-030REV; MED0151.JPG

Paul Bunyan Award Medal
Scott Paper Company
Philadelphia, PA
Customer Supplied - obv.: Rocha, Manny - rev. hand cut die
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-030; 1985-030REV; MED0151.JPG

Paul Bunyan Award Medal
Scott Paper Company
Philadelphia, PA
Customer Supplied - obv.: Rocha, Manny - rev. hand cut die
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-033; 1985-030REV; MED0151.JPG

1986 Calendar Medal (Statue of Liberty)
MACO
Danbury, CT
Jovine, Marcel
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-039; 1985-030REV; MED0151.JPG

1986 Calendar Medal (Statue of Liberty)
MACO
Danbury, CT
Jovine, Marcel
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-043; 1985-030REV; MED0151.JPG

1985 Special Olympics Medal (Winter)
International Winter Special Olympics
Park City, UT
Gunter, Glaudy
2 1/2-inch(HAS LARGE LOOP); dieshell(s) exist
1985-042; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

1985 Special Olympics Medal (Winter)
International Winter Special Olympics
Park City, UT
Gunter, Glaudy
2 1/2-inch(HAS LARGE LOOP); dieshell(s) exist
1985-042; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

Albert Einstein College of Medicine Women's Division
Albert Einstein College of Medicine (YESHIVA UNIVERSITY)
Bronx, NY
Hand Cut Die
2 5/8-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-041; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

CURVED NAMEPLATE WITH 3 LEAF DESIGN AT TOP
MACO (FORDHAM UNIVERSITY) (Benedict College)
Danbury, CT
1 1/4-inch(IRRREGULAR SHAPE W4 RINGS); no dieshells recorded
1985-046; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

Anheuser Busch Golf Classic
ANHEUSER-BUSCH (Fletcher, Barnhardt & White)
Charlotte, NC
Gratasso, Lois
1 1/4-inch(KEY FOB); dieshell(s) exist
1985-047; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

Anheuser Busch Golf Classic
ANHEUSER-BUSCH (Fletcher, Barnhardt & White)
Charlotte, NC
Gratasso, Lois
1 1/4-inch(KEY FOB); dieshell(s) exist
1985-047; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

Ezra Jack Keats Memorial Award Medal
Ezra Keats Fund
Brooklyn, NY
Merante, Maria
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-049; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

Ezra Jack Keats Memorial Award Medal
Ezra Keats Fund
Brooklyn, NY
Merante, Maria
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-049; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

National Steel Co. Logo
Van Gorden Company
Pittsburgh, PA
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
1 1/4-inch(KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
1985-052; 1985-050REV; MED0151.JPG

Wells College Medal
Wells College
Aurora, NY
Customer Supplied
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-054; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

Wells College Medal
Wells College
Aurora, NY
Customer Supplied
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-054; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

Teledyne TP-500 Turbojet
Teledyne Continental Motors
Mobile, AL
Castruccio, David
1 1/4-inch(KEY FOB); dieshell(s) exist
1985-055; 1985-050REV; MED0151.JPG

Ricew Piping Systems 75th Anniversary
S. Group, Inc. (Integrity)
Akron, OH
Castruccio, David
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-056; 1985-050REV; MED0151.JPG

Ricew Piping Systems 75th Anniversary
S. Group, Inc. (Integrity)
Akron, OH
Castruccio, David
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-056; 1985-050REV; MED0151.JPG

Seven Springs Coin Medal
Seven Springs Mountain Resort
Baltimore, MA
Gratasso, Lois
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-061; 1985-050REV; MED0151.JPG

Seven Springs Coin Medal
Seven Springs Mountain Resort
Baltimore, MA
Gratasso, Lois
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-061; 1985-050REV; MED0151.JPG

Icona and Dandalous Medal
Martin Marotta
BALTIMORE, MD
Warr-Hockaday, Rob
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-066; 1985-050REV; MED0151.JPG

Calhoun College Honors Program
Clemson University (Fletcher, Barnhardt & White)
Charlotte, NC
Castruccio, David
1 1/2-inch(KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist
1985-061; 1985-050REV; MED0151.JPG

S. Alden Pendleton Award Medal
National Association of Accountants (STUART CAMERON McLEOD SOCIETY)
NEW YORK, NY
From Dec 1978-777
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-063; 1985-050REV; MED0151.JPG

National Coin Week Medal
American Numismatic Association
Colorado Springs, CO
Castruccio, David
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-064; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

National Coin Week Medal
American Numismatic Association
Colorado Springs, CO
Castruccio, David
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-064; 1985-040REV; MED0151.JPG

Andrew Melkon Medal
National Gallery of Art
Washington, DC
Hancock, Walker Kirtland
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-066; 1985-050REV; MED0151.JPG
Andrew Mellon Medal
National Gallery of Art
Washington, DC
Hancock, Walker Virdon
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-091; 1985-090OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Crown Club Award Medal
Pan American Life
New Orleans, LA
Menante, Maria
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-091; 1985-090OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Brooklyn Botanical Gardens Commemorative Paving Medal
Brooklyn Union Gas
Brooklyn, NY
Customer Supplied
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-097; 1985-067OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Whitten Medal
American Geophysical Union
Washington, DC
Gunzer, Gladys
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-099; 1985-090OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Statue of Liberty
Gold Leaf Corporation
New York, NY
Gunzer, Gladys
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-099; 1985-090OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

1985 North Dakota Moose Coin
Midwest Specialty Company
Carrington, NC
Gradasso, Lois
1 9/16-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-071; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

1985 North Dakota Moose Coin
Midwest Specialty Company
Carrington, NC
Gradasso, Lois
1 9/16-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-071; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

1985 South Dakota Prairie Dog Coin
Midwest Specialty Company
Carrington, NC
Gradasso, Lois
1 9/16-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-072; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

1985 South Dakota Prairie Dog Coin
Midwest Specialty Company
Carrington, NC
Gradasso, Lois
1 9/16-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-072; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Margaret Zimmerman Medal
James Zimmerman
Cook, John
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-073; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Margaret Zimmerman Medal
James Zimmerman
Cook, John
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-073; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Statue of Liberty Medal
California State Numismatic Association (CSNA)
Covina, CA
Hyde, Barbara
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-074; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

BBDO Founders Award Medal
Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osbourne
New York, NY
Gunzer, Gladys
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-075; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Distinguished Visitor GBA
New York University Graduate School of Business Administration
New York, NY
Gradasso, Lois
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-076; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Distinguished Visitor GBA(REV)
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-077; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Sanford Bigelow Medal
Fletcher, Bamhart & White
Charlotte, NC
Gunzer, Gladys
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-079; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

University of Nebraska College of Architecture Alumni Medal
Barbara Hyde(U.N. NEBRASKA COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION)
Santa Ana, CA
Gunzer, Gladys
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-098; 1985-080OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

John Price Wetherell Medal
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, PA
Gunzer, Gladys
2-inch(HAS RING); no dieshells recorded
1985-094; 1985-080OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

David Glasgow Farragut Society Medal
Admiral Farragut Academy
Pine Beach, NJ
Gunzer, Gladys - lettering
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-093; 1985-080OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Albert A. Michelson Medal
FIELD OF OPTICS
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, PA
Fife, S. - Customer Supplied
2-inch(HAS RING); no dieshells recorded
1985-095; 1985-080OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Franklin Medal
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, PA
McKenna, R. Tad - Customer Supplied
2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-090; 1985-068OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Franklin Medal
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, PA
McKenna, R. Tad - Customer Supplied
2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-098; 1985-069OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Elliott Cresson Medal
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, PA
Barber Charles Customer Supplied
1 7/16-inch(HAS RING); no dieshells recorded
1985-097; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg
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Literary Excellence Award Medal
Saint Nicholas Society of the City of New York
New York, NY
Menante, Maria
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-091; 1985-080OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Tidewater Medal & Key Tag
Tidewater, Inc.
New Orleans, LA
Warr-Hockaday, Robin
3-inch(1) & 1 1/4-inch(NEY RING);(2) dieshell(s) exist
1985-092; 1985-080OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Margaret Zimmerman Medal
James Zimmerman
Cook, John
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-073; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Statue of Liberty Medal
California State Numismatic Association (CSNA)
Covina, CA
Hyde, Barbara
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-074; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

BBDO Founders Award Medal
Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osbourne
New York, NY
Gunzer, Gladys
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-075; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Distinguished Visitor GBA
New York University Graduate School of Business Administration
New York, NY
Gradasso, Lois
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-076; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Distinguished Visitor GBA(REV)
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-077; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Sanford Bigelow Medal
Fletcher, Bamhart & White
Charlotte, NC
Gunzer, Gladys
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-079; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

University of Nebraska College of Architecture Alumni Medal
Barbara Hyde(U.N. NEBRASKA COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION)
Santa Ana, CA
Gunzer, Gladys
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-098; 1985-080OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

John Price Wetherell Medal
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, PA
Gunzer, Gladys
2-inch(HAS RING); no dieshells recorded
1985-094; 1985-080OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

David Glasgow Farragut Society Medal
Admiral Farragut Academy
Pine Beach, NJ
Gunzer, Gladys - lettering
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-093; 1985-080OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Albert A. Michelson Medal
FIELD OF OPTICS
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, PA
Fife, S. - Customer Supplied
2-inch(HAS RING); no dieshells recorded
1985-095; 1985-080OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Franklin Medal
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, PA
McKenna, R. Tad - Customer Supplied
2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-090; 1985-068OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Franklin Medal
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, PA
McKenna, R. Tad - Customer Supplied
2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-098; 1985-069OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg

Elliott Cresson Medal
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, PA
Barber Charles Customer Supplied
1 7/16-inch(HAS RING); no dieshells recorded
1985-097; 1985-070OBV-REV-MED0151.jpg
American Security Life Insurance Co. Medal
Harry Advertising Company
Waco, TX
Gradasso, Lois
3-inch; deshells(s) exist
1985-121; 1985-121REV-MED0151.JPG

American Security Life Insurance Co. Medal
Harry Advertising Company
Waco, TX
Gradasso, Lois
3-inch; deshells(s) exist
1985-121; 1985-121REV-MED0151.JPG

Klondike Gold Rush National Historic Park
Pacific Northwest National Parks and Forestry
Seattle, WA
Merante, Maria
1 1/2-inch; deshell(s) exist
1985-122; 1985-122REV-MED0151.JPG

Klondike Gold Rush National Historic Park
Pacific Northwest National Parks and Forestry
Seattle, WA
Merante, Maria
1 1/2-inch; deshell(s) exist
1985-122; 1985-122REV-MED0151.JPG

1986 de Gerenday Medal
Brookgreen Gardens
MURRELLS INLET, SC
de Gerenday, Laci - Customer Supplied
3-inch; deshell(s) exist
1985-123; 1985-123REV-MED0151.JPG

1986 de Gerenday Medal
Brookgreen Gardens
MURRELLS INLET, SC
de Gerenday, Laci - Customer Supplied
3-inch; deshell(s) exist
1985-123; 1985-123REV-MED0151.JPG

Presidents Medal
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI
Castrucci, David
3 1/2-inch; deshell(s) exist
1985-124; 1985-124REV-MED0151.JPG

Presidents Medal
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI
Castrucci, David
3 1/2-inch; deshell(s) exist
1985-124; 1985-124REV-MED0151.JPG

58th Running Mount Marathon Race 1985
Seward Chamber of Commerce
Seward, AK
1 1/2-inch; deshell(s) exist
1985-125; 1985-125REV-MED0151.JPG

Mayo Clinic JACKSONVILLE Groundbreaking
Mayo Foundation
Rochester, MN
Mencioni, Ralph J. - Boca, Manny - rev; hand cut die
2 3/4-inch; deshell(s) exist
1985-128; 1985-128REV-MED0151.JPG

National Parks Yellowstone National Park Medal
MACO-National Parks
Danbury, CT
Castrucci, David
2 1/2-inch & 1 1/4-inch(KEN FOI); deshell(s) exist
1985-133; 1985-134REV-MED0151.JPG

Pratt and Whitney 60 Years of Dependability
Pratt and Whitney
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
3-inch; no deshells recorded
1985-135; 1985-136OBV-MED0151.JPG

Pratt and Whitney 60 Years of Dependability
Pratt and Whitney
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
3-inch; no deshells recorded
1985-135; 1985-136REV-MED0151.JPG

Pratt and Whitney 60 Years of Dependability
Pratt and Whitney
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
3-inch; no deshells recorded
1985-135; 1985-136REV-MED0151.JPG

ORDA Medals [OLYMPIC AUTHORITY]
Olympic Reg Dev Auth
Lake Placid, NY
Jovine, Marcel - obv; Castrucci, David - rev
3-inch(1 OBV, 1 REV) & 1 1/4-inch(1 OBV); deshell(s) exist
1985-137; 1985-138OBV-MED0151.JPG

ORDA Medals [OLYMPIC AUTHORITY]
Olympic Reg Dev Auth
Lake Placid, NY
Jovine, Marcel - obv; Castrucci, David - rev
3-inch(1 OBV, 1 REV) & 1 1/4-inch(1 OBV); deshell(s) exist
1985-137; 1985-138REV-MED0151.JPG

Harry Hess Medal
American Geophysical Union
WASHINGTON, DC
Gunzer, Gladys
3-inch x 2-inch(RECTANGLE); deshell(s) exist
1985-139; 1985-139OBV-MED0151.JPG

John W. Zappacotti HARD FOUNDATION MEDAL
Martha Weems, Ltd. (NATL. ASSN. OF RETAIL DRUGGISTS FOUNDATION-NARD)
McLean, VA
Gradasso, Lois
4-inch; deshell(s) exist
1985-191; 1985-191OBV-MED0151.JPG

ORDA Medals [OLYMPIC AUTHORITY]
Olympic Reg Dev Auth
Lake Placid, NY
Jovine, Marcel - obv; Castrucci, David - rev
3-inch(1 OBV, 1 REV) & 1 1/4-inch(1 OBV); deshell(s) exist
1985-137; 1985-138OBV-MED0151.JPG

Honeywell 100 YEARS TEST INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
Motivational Communications
Colorado Springs, CO
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
1 1/4-inch(KEN FOI); no deshells recorded
1985-140; 1985-140REV-MED0151.JPG

Honeywell 100 YEARS TEST INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
Motivational Communications
Colorado Springs, CO
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
1 1/4-inch(KEN FOI); no deshells recorded
1985-140; 1985-140REV-MED0151.JPG
Riverrhead Kneel Club 25th Anniversary Coin Medal
Riverrhead Kneel Club
Sayville, NY
Rocha, Manny - hand cut d/e 1 1/2 inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-161; 1985-161REV-MED01S1.JPG

US VICE PRESIDENTIAL SEAL MACO
DANBURY, CT
Castruccio, David
3-inch(1), 2-inch(2) & 1 1/2-inch(KEY RING); dieshells exist
1985-158; 1985-158REVMED01S1.JPG

Firestone Medal for Excellence in Research
Walter W. Cummings (Stanford University)
San Francisco, CA
Rocha, Manny - hand cut d/e 3 inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-160; 1985-160REVMED01S1.JPG

The Meritor Medal for DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, NC
Gradasso, Lois - o/b: Rocha, Manny - rev: hand cut d/e 3 inch; dieshells exist
1985-161; 1985-161REVMED01S1.JPG

The Meritor Medal for DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, NC
Gradasso, Lois - o/b: Rocha, Manny - rev: hand cut d/e 3 inch; dieshells exist
1985-161; 1985-161REVMED01S1.JPG

Riverrhead Kneel Club 25th Anniversary Coin Medal
Riverrhead Kneel Club
Sayville, NY
Rocha, Manny - hand cut d/e 1 1/2 inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-162; 1985-162REV-MED01S1.JPG

US VICE PRESIDENTIAL SEAL MACO
DANBURY, CT
Castruccio, David
3-inch(1), 2-inch(2) & 1 1/2-inch(KEY RING); dieshells exist
1985-158; 1985-158REVMED01S1.JPG

1985 Commemorative YELLOWSTONE FISHING BRIDGE Medal
Cody Chamber of Commerce (MARQUIS AWARDS AND SPECIALTIES, INC.)
Cody, WY
Rocha, Manny - hand cut d/e 1 1/2-inch; dieshells exist
1985-178; 1985-178REVMED01S1.JPG

1985 Commemorative YELLOWSTONE FISHING BRIDGE Medal
Cody Chamber of Commerce (MARQUIS AWARDS AND SPECIALTIES, INC.)
Cody, WY
Rocha, Manny - hand cut d/e 1 1/2-inch; dieshells exist
1985-178; 1985-178REVMED01S1.JPG

O'TACS 21ST MEETING MEDAL BALTIMORE 1895
OLD TIMER ASSAY COMMISSIONERS SOCIETY (O'TACS)(barbara Hyde)
Santa Ana, CA
Hyde, Barbara
1 3/4-inch(HAS RING); dieshells exist
1985-174; 1985-174REVMED01S1.JPG

Solar Bell Buckles
Idea Man, Inc.
Los Angeles, CA
Castruccio, David - Revision
2 7/8-inch x 1 7/8-inch(RECTANGLE); dieshells exist
1985-172; 1985-172REVMED01S1.JPG

Solar Key Fobs
Idea Man, Inc.
Los Angeles, CA
Castruccio, David
1 1/4-inch x 1 3/16-inch(KEY FOBS); no dieshells recorded
1985-173; 1985-173REVMED01S1.JPG

Riverrhead Kneel Club 25th Anniversary Coin Medal
Riverrhead Kneel Club
Sayville, NY
Rocha, Manny - hand cut d/e 1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-162; 1985-162REVMED01S1.JPG

James V. Hartinger Award Medal (NEW REVISE) Performance Awards (National Security Industrial Association)
Colorado Springs, CO
Gradasso, Lois - new rev - Hand Cut CARVA TO IMPROVE LETTERING
3-inch(1); 1985-163REVMED01S1.JPG

SUNY Chancellor's Award for Excellence
Kurt J. Matzoff (State University of New York-SUNY)
New Paltz, NY
Matzoff, Kurt
3-inch(REGULAR SHAPE HAS LOOP); dieshells exist
1985-167; 1985-167REVMED01S1.JPG

Manasquan Centennial Coin Medal
Save Our Station Inc. c/o Joel Pamer
Manasquan, NJ
Castruccio, David, Gradasso, Lois
1 1/2-inch; dieshells exist
1985-168; 1985-168REVMED01S1.JPG

Manasquan Centennial Coin Medal
Save Our Station Inc. c/o Joel Pamer
Manasquan, NJ
Castruccio, David, Gradasso, Lois
1 1/2-inch; dieshells exist
1985-168; 1985-168REVMED01S1.JPG

1985 Commemorative YELLOWSTONE FISHING BRIDGE Medal
Cody Chamber of Commerce (MARQUIS AWARDS AND SPECIALTIES, INC.)
Cody, WY
Rocha, Manny - hand cut d/e 1 1/2-inch; dieshells exist
1985-178; 1985-178REVMED01S1.JPG

1985 Commemorative YELLOWSTONE FISHING BRIDGE Medal
Cody Chamber of Commerce (MARQUIS AWARDS AND SPECIALTIES, INC.)
Cody, WY
Rocha, Manny - hand cut d/e 1 1/2-inch; dieshells exist
1985-178; 1985-178REVMED01S1.JPG

Texas Sesquicentennial Medal
MACO
Danbury, CT
Warr-Hockeyaday, Robin
6-inch & 3-inch; dieshells exist
1985-181; 1985-181REVMED01S1.JPG

Texas Sesquicentennial Medal
MACO
Danbury, CT
Warr-Hockeyaday, Robin
6-inch & 3-inch; dieshells exist
1985-181; 1985-181REVMED01S1.JPG

Texas Sesquicentennial Medal
MACO
Danbury, CT
Warr-Hockeyaday, Robin
6-inch & 3-inch; dieshells exist
1985-181; 1985-181REVMED01S1.JPG

Texas Sesquicentennial 1986 CALENDAR REVERSE
MACO
Danbury, CT
Warr-Hockeyaday, Robin; Cana - rev 3 inch; dieshells exist
1985-182; 1985-182REVMED01S1.JPG

Texas Sesquicentennial COIN MEDAL
MACO
Danbury, CT
Warr-Hockeyaday, Robin
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-184; 1985-184REVMED01S1.JPG

Texas Sesquicentennial COIN MEDAL
MACO
Danbury, CT
Warr-Hockeyaday, Robin
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-184; 1985-184REVMED01S1.JPG

Seminary Seal Medal
Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
Kansas City, MO
Gradasso, Lois
3 inch; dieshells exist
1985-185; 1985-185REVMED01S1.JPG
Danbury Hospital 100th Anniversary Medal
Danbury Hospital
Danbury, CT
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
1 1/4-inch(KEY RING); no dieshells recorded
1985-199; 1985-199REV-MED0151.jpg

Danbury Hospital 100th Anniversary Medal
Danbury Hospital
Danbury, CT
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
1 1/4-inch(KEY RING); no dieshells recorded
1985-199; 1985-199REV-MED0151.jpg

The Harvard Medal
Ideaology, Inc. (HARVARD ALUMNI ASSOCIATION)
Needham, MA
DiLorenzo, Joseph A.
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

RCAA Award Medal
Royal Canadian Academy of Arts
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Home, Cleve
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

CONNECTICUT 350th Celebration Art Medal
MACO
Danbury, CT
Lawrence, John & Eleanor
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

CONNECTICUT 350th Celebration Art Medal
MACO
Danbury, CT
Lawrence, John & Eleanor
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

CONNECTICUT 350th Celebration Coin Medal
MACO
Danbury, CT
Hand Cut Die
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

CONNECTICUT 350th Celebration Coin Medal
MACO
Danbury, CT
Hand Cut Die
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

Marshall Jozef Pilsudski Commemorative Medal
Polish American Numismatic Association
Chicago, IL
Kawedko, Leon S.
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

Coca-Cola Centennial
Communication
Columbus, GA
Wam-Hockaday, Robin
6-inch(1 O), 1R, 3-inch(2 O), 2R, 2 1/2-inch(1 O, 1R) & 1 1/4-inch(1 O);
dieshell(s) exist
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

Nairobi Medal UN DECADE FOR WOMEN 1976-1985
Rep. National Committee
Washington, DC
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

Nairobi Medal UN DECADE FOR WOMEN 1976-1985
Rep. National Committee
Washington, DC
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-199; 1985-199REV-MED0151.jpg

James Ewing Annual Award Medal
Society of Surgical Oncology
Manchester, MA
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

James Ewing Annual Award Medal
Society of Surgical Oncology
Manchester, MA
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-199; 1985-199REV-MED0151.jpg

University of Cincinnati
S. Group, Inc. (UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI FOUNDATION)
Cincinnati, OH
Merante, Maria
3-inch(1OBV, 1 REV) & 1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

University of Cincinnati
S. Group, Inc. (UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI FOUNDATION)
Cincinnati, OH
Merante, Maria
3-inch(1OBV, 1 REV) & 1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-199; 1985-199REV-MED0151.jpg

GTE Sprint THE SPRINTERS CLUB
GTE Sprint THE SPRINTERS CLUB
Troy, MI
Hand Cut Die
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

GTE Sprint THE SPRINTERS CLUB
GTE Sprint THE SPRINTERS CLUB
Troy, MI
Hand Cut Die
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

Ohio Honey Bee Festival
Ohio Honey Bee Festival
Morrow, OH
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

Ohio Honey Bee Festival
Ohio Honey Bee Festival
Morrow, OH
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

US Olympic Committee
Performance Awards
Colorado Springs, CO
Castruccio, David - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

US Olympic Committee
Performance Awards
Colorado Springs, CO
Castruccio, David - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

Walter L. Rugland Community Service Award
K-Promotions
Milwaukee, WI
Merante, Maria
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-199; 1985-199OBV-MED0151.jpg

GMC Truck & Coach Coin Medal
Merchandising Incentives
Troy, MI
Hand Cut Die
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

GMC Truck & Coach Coin Medal
Merchandising Incentives
Troy, MI
Hand Cut Die
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

John Kilburn (Ohio Honey Bee Festival)
Ohio Honey Bee Festival
Morrow, OH
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

John Kilburn (Ohio Honey Bee Festival)
Ohio Honey Bee Festival
Morrow, OH
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

Honey Bee Festival
Ohio Honey Bee Festival
Morrow, OH
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

Honey Bee Festival
Ohio Honey Bee Festival
Morrow, OH
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

John Kilburn (Ohio Honey Bee Festival)
Ohio Honey Bee Festival
Morrow, OH
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg

John Kilburn (Ohio Honey Bee Festival)
Ohio Honey Bee Festival
Morrow, OH
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-200; 1985-200OBV-MED0151.jpg
Deere and Company Credit Union Member Coin Medal
Lee Wayne (JOHN DEERE)
Sterling, IL
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die 1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-239; 1985-230REV-MED0151.JPG

Deere and Company Credit Union Member Coin Medal
Lee Wayne (JOHN DEERE)
Sterling, IL
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die 1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-239; 1985-230REV-MED0151.JPG

John Deere 150th Anniversary
John Deere and Company
Sterling, IL
Hand Cut Die
3-inch, 1 1/4-inch KEY FOB; no dieshells recorded
1985-241; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

1985 Presidential Medal
New York Numismatic Club
Pasadena, NY
DiLorenzo, Joseph A. - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-242; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

1985 Presidential Medal
New York Numismatic Club
Pasadena, NY
DiLorenzo, Joseph A. - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-242; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

Airbus Pan Am Partners
Airbus, Inc., of North America
New York, NY
DiLorenzo, Joseph A. - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-243; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

STATUTORY LIBERTY MEDAL
AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
New York, NY
Daub, Eugene - Customer Supplied
4-inch X 3 1/8-inch OVAL SHAPE; dieshell(s) exist
1985-244; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

STATE OF LIBERTY MEDAL
AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
New York, NY
Daub, Eugene - Customer Supplied
4-inch X 3 1/8-inch OVAL SHAPE; dieshell(s) exist
1985-244; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

Statue of Liberty Medal (Boy and Scorperion)
Collection Cover, SA; Isaac Jonathan
Zurich, Switzerland
Customer Supplied-Epoxy Hubs
1 1/16-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-247; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

Scorpio Zodiac Medal (Boy and Scorperion)
Collection Cover, SA; Isaac Jonathan, VP
Zurich, Switzerland
Customer Supplied-Epoxy Hubs
1-inch & 2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-248; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

W.B. Coley Cancer Research Medal
Van Cleef and Arpels
New York, NY
Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-250; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

W.B. Coley Cancer Research Medal
Van Cleef and Arpels
New York, NY
Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-250; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

The Wave of Excellence Pepperdine University
University Traditions
Nashville, TN
DiLorenzo, Joseph A.
3-inch & 1 1/4-inch OBV, 1 REV. OF EACH SIZE; dieshell(s) exist
1985-252; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

The Wave of Excellence Pepperdine University
University Traditions
Nashville, TN
DiLorenzo, Joseph A.
3-inch & 1 1/4-inch OBV, 1 REV. OF EACH SIZE; dieshell(s) exist
1985-252; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

Columbia, SC Bicentennial Medal
Columbia Bicentennial Steering Committee
Columbia, SC
Stock Design
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-253; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

Columbia, SC Bicentennial Medal
Columbia Bicentennial Steering Committee
Columbia, SC
Stock Design
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-253; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

Communications Co., 150th Anniversary
Scotland Yard
London, England
Hand Cut Die
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-245; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

Franklin D. Roosevelt Four Freedoms Medal
Dudley Anderson and Yutzy
Franklin Mint - Customer Supplied
2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-233; 1985-230REV-MED0151.JPG

Citizens Gas and Cable Utility 50th Anniversary Medal
CSA Promotions Inc.
Indiansapolis, IN
Hand Cut Dies
1 1/4-inch (KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
1985-246; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

Citizens Gas and Cable Utility 50th Anniversary Medal
CSA Promotions Inc.
Indiansapolis, IN
Hand Cut Dies
1 1/4-inch (KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
1985-246; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

Eagle Design
Collection Cover, SA; Isaac Jonathan
Zurich, Switzerland
Customer Supplied-Epoxy Hubs
1 1/16-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-247; 1985-240REV-MED0151.JPG

Van Cleef and Arpels
New York, NY
Hand Cut Die
1 3/8-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-250; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

W.B. Coley Cancer Research Medal
Van Cleef and Arpels
New York, NY
Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-250; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

The Wave of Excellence Pepperdine University
University Traditions
Nashville, TN
DiLorenzo, Joseph A.
3-inch & 1 1/4-inch OBV, 1 REV. OF EACH SIZE; dieshell(s) exist
1985-252; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

Deans Medal of Recognition, Fordham University
Fordham University SCHOOL OF LAW
Bronx, NY
Hub From Die 1984-138; Obv Relettered
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-259; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

Dears Medal of Recognition, Fordham University
Fordham University SCHOOL OF LAW
Bronx, NY
Hub From Die 1984-138; Obv Relettered
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1985-259; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

Congressman Gonsalez 25th Anniversary
MACO (Texas Bank Corporation)
Dallas, TX
Gunter, Gladys - obv; Rocha, Manny - rev; hand cut die
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-250; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG

Congressman Gonsalez 25th Anniversary
MACO (Texas Bank Corporation)
Dallas, TX
Gunter, Gladys - obv; Rocha, Manny - rev; hand cut die
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1985-250; 1985-250REV-MED0151.JPG
specimen image archive -- proprietary and confidential -- not for distribution
1986 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, SOCIETY Coin
US Capital Historical Society
Washington, DC
Jacocca, Michael G.
1 1/2-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-085; 1986-085OBV-MED01S1.JPG

1986 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, SOCIETY Coin
US Capital Historical Society
Washington, DC
Jacocca, Michael G.
1 1/2-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-070; 1986-072OBV-MED01S1.JPG

1986 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, SOCIETY Coin
US Capital Historical Society
Washington, DC
Jacocca, Michael G.
3-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-075; 1986-075OBV-MED01S1.JPG

1986 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, SOCIETY Coin
US Capital Historical Society
Washington, DC
Jacocca, Michael G.
1 1/2-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-074; 1986-074OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Maker's Mark Medal
Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlotte, NC
Castruccio, David - hand cut
1 1/2-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-070; 1986-070OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Texas Sesquicentennial Alamo/Goliad Design
Erga Studios (Joe Bateman)
Little Rock, AR
Hand Cut Die - obv
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1986-075; 1986-075OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Texas Sesquicentennial Alamo/Goliad Design
Erga Studios (Joe Bateman)
Little Rock, AR
Hand Cut Die - obv
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1986-075; 1986-075OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Arkla Energy Resources Medal
Arkla, Inc.
Shreveport, LA
Adams, Steve
1 1/4-inch X 1 5/16-inch (Oval Shape Key Ring); no dieshells recorded
1986-067; 1986-068OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Arkla Energy Resources Medal
Arkla, Inc.
Shreveport, LA
Adams, Steve
1 1/4-inch X 1 5/16-inch (Oval Shape Key Ring); die/shell(s) exist
1986-068; 1986-069OBV-MED01S1.JPG

1986 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, SOCIETY Coin
US Capital Historical Society
Washington, DC
Jacocca, Michael G.
1 1/2-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-089; 1986-089OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Ancient Coin
Bee and Associates
Mechanicsburg, PA
Warr-Hockaday, Robin; Stock Design - rev
1 1/4-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-069; 1986-075OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Ancient Coin
Bee and Associates
Mechanicsburg, PA
Warr-Hockaday, Robin; Stock Design - rev
1 1/4-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-069; 1986-081OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Eastern University Chancellors Medal
Fitcher, Barnhardt & White (Eastern University)
Greenville, NC
Dilorenzo, Joseph A. - obv
3-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-082; 1986-082OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Annuitant Volunteer Coin
Exxon Company, USA
Houston, TX
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1986-088; 1986-088OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Annuitant Volunteer Coin
Exxon Company, USA
Houston, TX
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
1 1/2-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-088; 1986-091OBV-MED01S1.JPG

250th Anniversary Coin
Town of Harwinton
Harwinton, CT
Castruccio, David - obv; Stock Design - rev
1 1/2-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-092; 1986-092OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Annuitant Volunteer Coin
Exxon Company, USA
Houston, TX
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1986-091; 1986-091OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Annuitant Volunteer Coin
Exxon Company, USA
Houston, TX
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
1 1/2-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-091; 1986-104OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Makurk Medal
HERALD SERVICE
Troy, NY
Castruccio, David - hand cut
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1986-091; 1986-091OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Makurk Medal
HERALD SERVICE
Troy, NY
Castruccio, David - hand cut
1 1/2-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-091; 1986-091OBV-MED01S1.JPG

250th Anniversary Coin
Town of Harwinton
Harwinton, CT
Castruccio, David - obv; Stock Design - rev
1 1/2-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-092; 1986-092OBV-MED01S1.JPG

250th Anniversary Coin
Town of Harwinton
Harwinton, CT
Castruccio, David - Stock Design - rev
1 1/2-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-093; 1986-093OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Guy E. March Award Medal
South Dakota School of Mines
Rapid City, SD
Customer Supplied - obv
1 7/8-inch; no dieshells recorded
1986-118; 1986-118OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Guy E. March Award Medal
South Dakota School of Mines
Rapid City, SD
Customer Supplied - obv
1 7/8-inch; die/shell(s) exist
1986-118; 1986-119OBV-MED01S1.JPG
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GRUMMAN LEROY RANDLE MEDAL
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP.
HICKSVILLE, NY

3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-176; 1986-370REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

1934-1935 Federal Duck Stamp Medal
Chesterfield Mint
Kingswood, TX

Castedon, David - house obv
1 1/4-inch; (KEY FOB); dieshell(s) exist
1960-070; 1986-370REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

D&L Store Money
D&L Store, Inc.
New Britain, CT

Adams, Steve - Stock Design - rev
9 1/16-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-391; 1986-38REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

D&L Store Money ($50.00)
D&L Store, Inc.
New Britain, CT

Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev
9 1/16-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-392; 1986-38REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Singer, Robert Medal
The Leather People (Masons Of NEW YORK)
Monsey, NY

Gradasso, Lois - 1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-394; 1986-36REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Singer, Robert Medal
The Leather People (Masons Of NEW YORK)
Monsey, NY

Hand Cut Die - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-395; 1986-36REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

1987 Society Medal (CONSTITUTION BICENTENNIAL)
US Capitol Historical Society
Washington, DC

Jovine, Marcel - 1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1986-396; 1986-38REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

1987 Society Medal (CONSTITUTION BICENTENNIAL)
US Capitol Historical Society
Washington, DC
Jovine, Marcel - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-398; 1986-38REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Ponselle, Rosa Award
Rosa Ponselle Foundation
Stevensville, MD

Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-399; 1986-38REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Ponselle, Rosa Award
Rosa Ponselle Foundation
Stevensville, MD
Warr-Hockaday, Robin - 3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-400; 1986-38REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Society of Medalists One Planet
Society of Medalists
Danbury, CT
Shapin, Alex
2 7/8-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-290; 1986-38REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Society of Medalists One Planet
Society of Medalists
Danbury, CT
Shapin, Alex
2 7/8-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-291; 1986-370REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Collegiate Medal
Bryarwood College
SOUTHBURY, CT
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-403; 1986-40REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

General Data Corp Die
John Bailey Associates
East Hartford, CT
Warr-Hockaday, Robin - rev
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1986-404; 1986-40REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

General Data Corp Die
John Bailey Associates
East Hartford, CT
Warr-Hockaday, Robin - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-405; 1986-40REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Charlotte Gold Rush Coin
Charlotte Chamber of Commerce
Charlotte, NC
D’Lorenzo, Joseph A.
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-406; 1986-40REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Charlotte Gold Rush Coin
Charlotte Chamber of Commerce
Charlotte, NC
D’Lorenzo, Joseph A.
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-407; 1986-40REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Trinity University Associates
Von Senden Company
Pittsburgh, PA
Hand Cut Die - obv
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1986-412; 1986-41OBV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Trinity University-San Antonio, TX
Von Senden Company
Pittsburgh, PA
Hand Cut Die - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-413; 1986-41REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Sanchez, Joseph J. Memorial Fund Medallion
National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA)
McLean, VA
Gradasso, Lois - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-414; 1986-41OBV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Reader’s Digest Ingot Medal (Pegasus)
Reader’s Digest
Pleasantville, NY
Warr-Hockaday, Robin
3-inch X 2 3/16-inch; RECTANGLE SHAPE; dieshell(s) exist
1986-421; 1986-41OBV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Reader’s Digest Key Tag Die
Reader’s Digest
Pleasantville, NY
Warr-Hockaday, Robin
1 1/4-inch X 13/16-inch; (KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
1986-422; 1986-42OBV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Senator James Wadell, Jr. Medal
Friends of the Coast
Columbia, SC
Gradasso, Lois - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-430; 1986-43OBV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Senator James Wadell, Jr. Medal
Friends of the Coast
Columbia, SC
Adams, Steve - Adams, Steve - rev
Hand Cut
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-430; 1986-43REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Coca-Cola Gun Stock Medal
US Repeating Arms Company
New Haven, CT
Warr-Hockaday, Robin
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1986-432; 1986-43OBV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Burnough Welcome Key Tag
Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlotte, NC
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/4-inch; (KEY FOB); dieshell(s) exist
1986-442; 1986-43OBV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Burnough Welcome Key Tag
Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlotte, NC
Hand Cut Die - rev
1 1/4-inch; (KEY FOB); dieshell(s) exist
1986-440; 1986-43REV-1MEDD01S1JPG

Presidential Medallion
Sacred Heart University
Bridgewater, CT
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
3 1/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1986-436; 1986-43OBV-1MEDD01S1JPG
Gradasso, Lois

1987 North Dakota High Line Bridge Valley City, ND Medal
North Dakota Centennial Commission
Bismarck, ND
Gradasso, Lois - obv. Hand cut die 3 1/4-inch (REGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist 1987-021, 1987-015OBV-MED01S1.JPG

50th Anniversary Key Tag
Perkin-Elmer Corp.
Norwalk, CT
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die 1 1/2-inch, no dieshell recorded 1987-007, 1987-015OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Teledyne Ryan SAFETY AWARD Key Tag
Idea Man, Inc., (TELEDYNE)
Los Angeles, CA
Adams, Steve - obv. Hand cut 1 1/2-inch KEY RING; dieshell(s) exist 1987-021, 1987-015OBV-MED01S1.JPG

50th Anniversary Key Tag
Perkin-Elmer Corp.
Norwalk, CT
Dilorenzo, Joseph - rev 1 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-000, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

Eastman Kodak Quality First Silver Award
Rueby Process, Inc. (EASTMAN KODAK)
Rochester, NY
Dilorenzo, Joseph - rev 3-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-002, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

Viking Freight Systems Belt Buckle
Viking Freight
Merante, Maria
1 1/4-inch (ROUND); no dieshell recorded 1986-031, 1986-002OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Teledyne Ryan SAFETY AWARD Key Tag
Idea Man, Inc., (TELEDYNE)
Los Angeles, CA
Adams, Steve - obv. Hand cut 1 1/2-inch, no dieshell recorded 1987-021, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

50th Anniversary Key Tag
Perkin-Elmer Corp.
Norwalk, CT
Dilorenzo, Joseph - rev 1 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-000, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

Society of Medalists Sunrisers & Moonrise
Society of Medalists
Danbury, CT
Cronbach, Robert - obv. 2 7/8-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-021, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

Rochas, Manny - hand cut die 3 1/4-inch (REGULAR SHAPE); no dieshell recorded 1987-021, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

Productivity Through Quality Key Tag
Madison Biodiesel, Inc.
Pine Hill, AK
Adams, Steve - obv. Hand cut 1 1/4-inch KEY RING; dieshell(s) exist 1987-021, 1987-015OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Viking Freight
Merante, Maria
1 1/4-inch (ROUND); no dieshell recorded 1986-031, 1986-002OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Teledyne Ryan SAFETY AWARD Key Tag
Idea Man, Inc., (TELEDYNE)
Los Angeles, CA
Adams, Steve - obv. Hand cut 1 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-021, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

50th Anniversary Key Tag
Perkin-Elmer Corp.
Norwalk, CT
Dilorenzo, Joseph - rev 1 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-000, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

Adams, Steve - obv. Hand cut 1 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-021, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

50th Anniversary Key Tag
Perkin-Elmer Corp.
Norwalk, CT
Dilorenzo, Joseph - rev 1 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-000, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

Gold Medallion
Eastman Kodak
Rochester, NY
Dilorenzo, Joseph - rev 3-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-002, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

Society of Medalists Sunrisers & Moonrise
Society of Medalists
Danbury, CT
Cronbach, Robert - obv. 2 7/8-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-021, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

Eastman Kodak Quality First Silver Award
Rueby Process, Inc. (EASTMAN KODAK)
Rochester, NY
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev 3-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-005, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

M&M Mars 45 Year Medal
Harnett M. Gober
Hackettown, NJ
Merante, Marie - obv. 3-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-001, 1987-001OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Eastman Kodak Quality First Silver Award
Rueby Process, Inc. (EASTMAN KODAK)
Rochester, NY
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev 3-inch, dieshell(s) exist 1987-005, 1987-015REV-MED01S1.JPG

630OBV
1987-001OBV-MED01S1.JPG

C/R
1987-001OBV-MED01S1.JPG

D/F
1987-001OBV-MED01S1.JPG

D/F
1987-001OBV-MED01S1.JPG

D/F
1987-001OBV-MED01S1.JPG

D/F
1987-001OBV-MED01S1.JPG

D/F
1987-001OBV-MED01S1.JPG

D/F
1987-001OBV-MED01S1.JPG
Medallion Art Company  
80 East Airpark Vista Boulevard  
Dayton, Nevada 89403

Teledyne Continental Voyager Key Tag  
Teledyne Continental Motors  
Mobile, AL  
see 1987-712 - Adams, Steve - Rev: Hand Cut  
1 7/16-inch X 1-inch RECTANGLE SHAPE KEY RING; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-712; 1987-712REV-MED0151.JPG

1987 Clayton Garth Con  
Cody Chamber of Commerce (MARQUIS AWARDS AND SPECIALTIES, INC.)  
Cody, WY  
Confer Group Logo  
Confer Group  
Warrence, MA  
Rocha, Manny - Hand cut die  
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-115; 1987-1150B5-MED0151.JPG

Confer Group Logo  
Confer Group  
Warrence, MA  
Rocha, Manny - rev: hand cut die  
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-116; 1987-116REV-MED0151.JPG

1987 Atlanta Summer Convention Medal - 96th Anniversary American Numismatic Association  
Colorado Springs, CO  
Adams, Steve  
Man, Steve  
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-118; 1987-1180B5-MED0151.JPG

1987 ATLANTA SUMMER CONVENTION MEDAL - 96TH ANNIVERSARY AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION  
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO  
Man, Steve  
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-120; 1987-120REV-MED0151.JPG

1987 ATLANTA SUMMER CONVENTION MEDAL - 96TH ANNIVERSARY AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION  
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO  
Man, Steve  
1 1/4-inch (KEY RING); no dieshells recorded  
1987-126; 1987-1260B5-MED0151.JPG

1987 ATLANTA SUMMER CONVENTION MEDAL - 96TH ANNIVERSARY AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION  
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO  
Man, Steve  
1 1/4-inch (KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist  
1987-122; 1987-122REV-MED0151.JPG

Atlanta Summer Convention Merit of Exhibit American Numismatic Association  
Colorado Springs, CO  
Man, Steve  
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-127; 1987-1270B5-MED0151.JPG

Atlanta Summer Convention Merit of Service American Numismatic Association  
Colorado Springs, CO  
Man, Steve  
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-128; 1987-1280B5-MED0151.JPG

Winston Car Race 1987 Key Tag  
Fletcher, Barnhardt & White  
Charlotte, NC  
Castruccio, David - House obv rev: blank (lettering change)  
1 1/4-inch (KEY RING); no dieshells recorded  
1987-130; 1987-1300B5-MED0151.JPG

Luis Cardenal Agosta Martinez Medal  
Julius Casting, Inc.  
Villa Fontana, Carolina, PR  
Garciasano, Loris - obv  
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-133; 1987-1330B5-MED0151.JPG

Luis Cardenal Agosta Martinez Medal  
Julius Casting, Inc.  
Villa Fontana, Carolina, PR  
Rocha, Manny - rev: hand cut die  
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-134; 1987-134REV-MED0151.JPG

Disneyland Creative Challenge Medal  
Creative Minting Ltd.  
Orange, CA  
Dow, Donald - obv: hand cut die  
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-135; 1987-1350B5-MED0151.JPG

Disneyland Creative Challenge Medal  
Creative Minting Ltd.  
Orange, CA  
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die; Stock Design - rev  
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-136; 1987-136REV-MED0151.JPG

State of New Jersey Governor's Coin  
State of New Jersey  
Trenton, NJ  
Frudakis, Evangeline William - obv: hand cut dies; Gunzer, Gladys - reduction  
1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-137; 1987-1370B5-MED0151.JPG

State of New Jersey Governor's Coin  
State of New Jersey  
Trenton, NJ  
Frudakis, Evangeline William - obv: hand cut dies; Gunzer, Gladys - reduction  
1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-138; 1987-1380B5-MED0151.JPG

State of New Jersey Governor's Coin  
State of New Jersey  
Trenton, NJ  
Hand Cut Die  
1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-139; 1987-1390B5-MED0151.JPG

State of New Jersey Governor's Coin  
State of New Jersey  
Trenton, NJ  
Hand Cut Die  
1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-140; 1987-1400B5-MED0151.JPG

BELLS ALEXANDER GRAHAM MEDAL (IEEE)  
IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.  
PISCATAWAY, NJ  
Wein, Albert W. - rev: revised  
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-142; 1987-1420B5-MED0151.JPG

BELLS ALEXANDER GRAHAM MEDAL (IEEE)  
IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.  
PISCATAWAY, NJ  
Wein, Albert W. - rev: revised  
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-150; 1987-150REV-MED0151.JPG

Kegog, Eugene J. Award  
New York University Alumni Federation  
New York, NY  
Gunzer, Gladys - obv  
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-162; 1987-1620B5-MED0151.JPG

University of South Carolina President's Council Medal  
Fletcher, Barnhardt & White  
Charlotte, NC  
Castruccio, David - obv  
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-147; 1987-1470B5-MED0151.JPG

FIDEM Medal  
Maco  
Danbury, CT  
Kaufman, Mico  
2 15/16-inch X 2 1/4-inch OVAL SHAPE; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-142; 1987-142REV-MED0151.JPG

FIDEM Medal  
Maco  
Danbury, CT  
Kaufman, Mico  
2 15/16-inch X 2 1/4-inch OVAL SHAPE; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-143; 1987-143REV-MED0151.JPG

Babes Hospital of the City of New York Presbyterian Hospital (COLUMBIA PRESBYTERIAN MEDICAL CENTER)  
New York, NY  
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut  
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist  
1987-144; 1987-144REV-MED0151.JPG

CALVARY HOSPITAL MEDAL  
CALVARY FUND, INC.  
BRONX, NY  
2 1/4-inch X 2 3/4-inch PILLOW SHAPE; no dieshells recorded  
1987-146; 1987-1460B5-MED0151.JPG

Robert J. compressor Coin  
S. Group, Inc. (FOUNDER'S FOUNDATION)  
AKRON, OH  
Adams, Steve - obv: hand cut  
1 7/16-inch(37mm); no dieshells recorded  
1987-147; 1987-1470B5-MED0151.JPG

Robert J. compressor Coin  
S. Group, Inc. (FOUNDER'S FOUNDATION)  
AKRON, OH  
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut - rev  
1 7/16-inch(37mm); dieshell(s) exist  
1987-148; 1987-148REV-MED0151.JPG
Keogh, Eugene J. Award
New York University Alumni Federation
New York, NY

Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-169; 1987-168REV-MED01S1.JPG

John Deere 1987 Five Logos 1988 Calendar Medal
Lee Wayne (JOHN DEERE)
Sterling, IL
Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-164; 1987-164REV-MED01S1.JPG

John Deere 1987 Five Logos 1988 Calendar Medal
Lee Wayne (JOHN DEERE)
Sterling, IL
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die; Stock Design - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-165; 1987-165REV-MED01S1.JPG

Hickey-Freeman $100 Coin
Amcan Associates
Honeyeye Falls, NY
Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-166; 1987-166REV-MED01S1.JPG

Hickey-Freeman $100 Coin
Amcan Associates
Honeyeye Falls, NY
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-167; 1987-167REV-MED01S1.JPG

New York Logo Keyfob
Hearst Magazine
New York, NY
DiLonzo, Joseph A. - obv
1 1/4-inch (KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
1987-168; 1987-168REV-MED01S1.JPG

DOMED US MARSHAL STAR
US MARSHAL SERVICE
McLEAN, VA
Meraeya, Maria
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-169; 1987-169REV-MED01S1.JPG

Bicentennial US Marshal Medal
US Marshal Service
McLean, VA
Adams, Steve - obv
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-170; 1987-170REV-MED01S1.JPG

E.F. Brady 25 Years Profit Sharing key fob
Idea Man, INC.
Los Angeles, CA
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
1 1/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-171; 1987-171REV-MED01S1.JPG

Outstanding Achievement Award
Martin Marietta
Baltimore, MD
Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-177; 1987-177REV-MED01S1.JPG

Hickey-Freeman $100 Coin
Amcan Associates
Honeyeye Falls, NY
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-166; 1987-166REV-MED01S1.JPG

New York Logo Keyfob
Hearst Magazine
New York, NY
DiLonzo, Joseph A. - obv
1 1/4-inch (KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
1987-168; 1987-168REV-MED01S1.JPG

Building Dedication 1987
Martin Marietta
Baltimore, MD
Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-179; 1987-179REV-MED01S1.JPG

First E-16 Turkey
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION (Homer Miller)
Oklahoma City, OK
Castruccio, David - obv; Stock Design - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-180; 1987-180REV-MED01S1.JPG

Jackson, Senator Henry M. Medal
Jackson Foundation
Washington, DC
Gradasso, Lois - obv
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-183; 1987-183REV-MED01S1.JPG

Jackson, Senator Henry M. Medal
Jackson Foundation
Washington, DC
; Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-184; 1987-184REV-MED01S1.JPG

J.C. Penney 50 Millionth Towel Coin
J.P. Stevens and Company, Inc.
New York, NY
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-186; 1987-186REV-MED01S1.JPG

J.C. Penney 50 Millionth Towel Coin
J.P. Stevens and Company, Inc.
New York, NY
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-187; 1987-187REV-MED01S1.JPG

Roberts, Gilroy
New York, NY

Van Metro, Inc.
Cross River, NY
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-189; 1987-189REV-MED01S1.JPG

General Dynamics Camden Operations 20th Anniversary Medal
General Dynamics Corporation
East Camden, AR
Gunzer, Gladys - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-192; 1987-192REV-MED01S1.JPG

Great Seal of the State of Arkansas DEAR
General Dynamics Corporation
East Camden, AR
Gunzer, Gladys - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-199; 1987-199REV-MED01S1.JPG

Great Seal of the United States
Mac-Ambassador’s Club Collection
Danbury, CT
Roberts, Gilroy
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-200; 1987-200REV-MED01S1.JPG
Bud Miller Associates (NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STANDARDS LABORATORIES) Silver Springs, MD
Gunzer, Gladys - obv 3-inch: dieshell(s) exist 1987-254: 1987-240OBV-MED0151.JPG

Wildhack, William A. Medal

Myers, William J. Pavilion Medal City of Baltimore Baltimore, MD
Shelhet, Tylden W. 3-inch: dieshell(s) exist 1987-264: 1987-268OBV-MED0151.JPG

Medallion Art Company 80 East Airpark Vista Boulevard
Dayton, Nevada 89403
Henry DeWolf Smyth Award (Nuclear Energy Forum)
Atomic Industrial Forum (American Nuclear Society)
Castruccio, David - obv; Stock Design - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-236; 1987-239OBV-MED0151.jpg

Building Dedication
Novo Labs
Wilton, CT
Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-239; 1987-290OBV-MED0151.jpg

Building Dedication
Novo Labs
Wilton, CT
Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-239; 1987-290OBV-MED0151.jpg

Excellence Through Quality Award
Union Carbide Corporation
Danbury, CT
Adams, Steve - obv; hand cut
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-328; 1987-292OBV-MED0151.jpg

Excellence Through Quality Award
Union Carbide Corporation
Danbury, CT
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev
3-inch; no dieshell(s) exist
1987-328; 1987-292REV-MED0151.jpg

Alexander M. Poniatoff Award
Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlottesville, VA
Warn-Howeck, Robin - obv; Gradasso, Lois - lettering
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-246; 1987-295OBV-MED0151.jpg

PGA Harry Vardon Trophy Medal
Eagle Regalia Co., Inc.
New York, NY
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-389; 1987-299OBV-MED0151.jpg

PGA Harry Vardon Trophy Medal
Eagle Regalia Co., Inc.
New York, NY
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-389; 1987-299OBV-MED0151.jpg

Henry DeWolf Smyth Award (Nuclear Energy Forum)
Atomic Industrial Forum (American Nuclear Society)
Castruccio, David - house rev-revised lettering
4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-236; 1987-290OBV-MED0151.jpg

Henry DeWolf Smyth Award (Nuclear Energy Forum)
Atomic Industrial Forum (American Nuclear Society)
Bethesda, MD
Castruccio, David - house rev-revised lettering
4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-236; 1987-290OBV-MED0151.jpg

Presidents Medal of Office
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN
Castruccio, David - obv
3 1/4-inch; (REGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
1987-235; 1987-290OBV-MED0151.jpg

Presidents Medal of Office
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN
Castruccio, David - obv
3 1/4-inch; (REGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
1987-235; 1987-290OBV-MED0151.jpg

Jahnke, Cornelia Dickerman Award
Planned Parenthood of Connecticut, Inc.
New Haven, CT
Gradsaso, Lois - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-296; 1987-296OBV-MED0151.jpg

Jahnke, Cornelia Dickerman Award
Planned Parenthood of Connecticut, Inc.
New Haven, CT
Adams, Steve - rev; Hand Cut
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-297; 1987-297REV-MED0151.jpg

Wildshak, William A. Medal
Bud Miller Associates (National Conference of Standards Laboratories)
Silver Springs, MD
Gunzer, Gladys - rev
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-298; 1987-298REV-MED0151.jpg

PANAMA CANAL 10 YEAR SAFETY AWARD KEY RING
PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION
BALBOA, PANAMA
1 1/4-inch; (KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist
1987-299; 1987-299OBV-MED0151.jpg

New Jersey Bicentennial Medal
Constitutional Bicentennial Commission
Mahwah, NJ
Castruccio, David - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-301; 1987-301OBV-MED0151.jpg

New Jersey Bicentennial Medal
Constitutional Bicentennial Commission
Mahwah, NJ
Castruccio, David - obv; Stock Design - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-302; 1987-302REV-MED0151.jpg

Coelman 20TH ANNIVERSARY 1967 Medal
J.J. Jason Company
Eufaula, AL
Castruccio, David - obv
3 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-303; 1987-303OBV-MED0151.jpg

Outstanding Achievement Award for Musical Theatre
Drama League of New York
New York, NY
Beach, Chester
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-304; 1987-304OBV-MED0151.jpg

Outstanding Achievement Award for Musical Theatre
Drama League of New York
New York, NY
Beach, Chester
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-304; 1987-304REV-MED0151.jpg

Congressional Bicentennial Medal
Bicentennial Commission
Washington, DC
Castruccio, David - obv
3 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-305; 1987-305OBV-MED0151.jpg

Congressional Bicentennial Medal
Bicentennial Commission
Washington, DC
Castruccio, David - obv
3 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-305; 1987-305REV-MED0151.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Bicentennial Commission
Cincinnati, OH
Gunzer, Gladys - obv
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-314; 1987-314OBV-MED0151.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Bicentennial Commission Cincinnati, OH
Gunzer, Gladys - obv
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-314; 1987-314REV-MED0151.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Bicentennial Commission Cincinnati, OH
Gunzer, Gladys - rev
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-315; 1987-315REV-MED0151.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Bicentennial Commission Cincinnati, OH
Gunzer, Gladys - obv
2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-316; 1987-316OBV-MED0151.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Bicentennial Commission Cincinnati, OH
Gunzer, Gladys - rev
2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-316; 1987-316REV-MED0151.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Bicentennial Commission Cincinnati, OH
Gunzer, Gladys - rev
2 3/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-317; 1987-317REV-MED0151.jpg
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Johnson, Eleanor Award Medal
Field Publications
Middletown, CT
Gradsaso, Lois - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-303; 1987-303OBV-MED0151.jpg

Johnson, Eleanor Award Medal
Field Publication
Middletown, CT
; Hand Cut - rev
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-306; 1987-306REV-MED0151.jpg

UPS 80th Anniversary Logo (THIN SHELL)
United Parcel Service (UPS)
Greenwich, CT
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut
6-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-307; 1987-307OBV-MED0151.jpg

UPS 80th Anniversary Logo (THIN SHELL)
United Parcel Service (UPS)
Greenwich, CT
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut
6 1/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-307; 1987-307REV-MED0151.jpg

Continental Can 70th Anniversary Medal
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
New York, NY
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-312; 1987-312OBV-MED0151.jpg

Continental Can 70th Anniversary Medal
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., Inc.
New York, NY
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
3-inch; no dieshell(s) exist
1987-313; 1987-313REV-MED0151.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal Cincinnati, OH
Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal Cincinnati, OH
Gunzer, Gladys - obv
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-314; 1987-314OBV-MED0151.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Cincinnati Bicentennial Commission Cincinnati, OH
Gunzer, Gladys - rev
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-315; 1987-315REV-MED0151.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Cincinnati Bicentennial Commission Cincinnati, OH
Gunzer, Gladys - obv
2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-316; 1987-316OBV-MED0151.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Cincinnati Bicentennial Commission Cincinnati, OH
Gunzer, Gladys - rev
2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-317; 1987-317REV-MED0151.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Cincinnati Bicentennial Commission Cincinnati, OH
Gunzer, Gladys - rev
2 3/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-317; 1987-317REV-MED0151.jpg
Medallion Art Company
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National Institutes of Health Medal
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD

Caduccio, David
US Trust Company
New York, NY
Sim, Sidney
4-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-359; 1987-358REV-MED01S1.jpg

Atlantic Coast Conference Seal w/Demon Tiger
Fitcher, Barnhart & White
Charlotte, NC

Adams, Steve
- hand cut die
1 1/2-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-347; 1987-346REV-MED01S1.jpg

25 Years FJC 1962-1987
Frank J. Corbett, Inc.
Chicago, IL

Rocha, Manny
- hand cut die
2 1/2-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-349; 1987-348REV-MED01S1.jpg

25 Vintage Years in Health Care
Frank J. Corbett, Inc.
Chicago, IL

; Rocha, Manny
- hand cut die
2 1/2-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-349; 1987-348REV-MED01S1.jpg

D&L Store Money Coin(25)
D&L Store, Inc.
New Britain, CT

1 9/10-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-350; 1987-351REV-MED01S1.jpg

D&L Store Money Coin(25)
D&L Store, Inc.
New Britain, CT

1 9/10-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-350; 1987-351REV-MED01S1.jpg

Cadillac Crest Key Tag
Lindsay Cadillac Company
Alexandria, VA

Adams, Steve
- hand cut die
1 1/4-inch(NEY FO8) no dieshells recorded
1987-355; 1987-356REV-MED01S1.jpg

CADILLAC Crest Key Tag
Lindsay Cadillac Company
Alexandria, VA

Adams, Steve
- hand cut die
1 1/4-inch(NEY FO8) no dieshells recorded
1987-355; 1987-356REV-MED01S1.jpg

Vantage Championship Golf Bag Shape Key Ring
Fitcher, Barnhart & White
Charlotte, NC

Adams, Steve
- hand cut die
1 3/4-inch(INREGULAR SHAPE) no dieshells recorded
1987-356; 1987-357REV-MED01S1.jpg

Millennium of Christianity In Ukraine Medal
Marketing Incentives
Northwood, MA

Kowalenko, A.
Norwood, MA

3-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-356; 1987-357REV-MED01S1.jpg

Florence Gould Medal, Grand Prize(1895-1983)
US Trust Company
New York, NY
Sim, Sidney
4-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-357; 1987-356REV-MED01S1.jpg

National Institutes of Health Medal
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD

Caduccio, David
US Trust Company
New York, NY
Sim, Sidney
3-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-357; 1987-356REV-MED01S1.jpg

Joan Of Arc Medal
us Trust Company
New York, NY
Sim, Sidney
3-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-357; 1987-356REV-MED01S1.jpg

D&L Store, Inc.
Charlotte, NC

US Trust Company
New York, NY
Sim, Sidney
4-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-351; 1987-352REV-MED01S1.jpg

None Of Us Store Company
Charlotte, NC

US Trust Company
New York, NY
Sim, Sidney
4-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-351; 1987-352REV-MED01S1.jpg

Kromberger, Inc.
Princeton, PA

US Trust Company
New York, NY
Sim, Sidney
3-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-351; 1987-352REV-MED01S1.jpg

Shared Medical Systems RECOGNITION OF SERVICE
Kromberger, Inc.
Princeton, PA

US Trust Company
New York, NY
Sim, Sidney
3-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-351; 1987-352REV-MED01S1.jpg

Ohio Valley General Hospital Medal
Von Senden Company
Pittsburgh, PA

Adams, Steve
- hand cut die
2-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-339; 1987-338REV-MED01S1.jpg

Westmoreland Museum of Art Medal
Von Senden Company (Westmoreland Society)
Pittsburgh, PA

Adams, Steve
- hand cut die
2-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-339; 1987-338REV-MED01S1.jpg

Eastmoreland Museum of Art Medal
Von Senden Company (Westmoreland Society)
Pittsburgh, PA

Adams, Steve
- hand cut die
2-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-339; 1987-338REV-MED01S1.jpg

Ohio Valley General Hospital Medal
Von Senden Company
Pittsburgh, PA

Adams, Steve
- hand cut die
- revised
3-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-338; 1987-337REV-MED01S1.jpg

Oldenburg, Rufus Medal
D&L Store of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
New York, NY

Adams, Steve
- hand cut die
- revised
3-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-337; 1987-338REV-MED01S1.jpg

Fund for American Studies Distinguished Service Medal
Fund For American Studies
Washington, DC
; Gradasso, Lois
- obv
3-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-338; 1987-337REV-MED01S1.jpg

Fund for American Studies Distinguished Service Medal
Fund For American Studies
Washington, DC
; Gradasso, Lois
- obv
3-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-337; 1987-338REV-MED01S1.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Cincinnati Bicentennial Commission
Cincinnati, OH
; Gunser, Gladys
- obv
1 1/4-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-318; 1987-319REV-MED01S1.jpg

Cincinnati Bicentennial Medal
Cincinnati Bicentennial Commission
Cincinnati, OH
; Gunser, Gladys
- obv
1 1/4-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-318; 1987-319REV-MED01S1.jpg

Heard Corporation Medal
Heard Corporation
New York, NY
D' Lorenzo, Josep A.
- obv
1 1/4-inch: no dieshells recorded
1987-320; 1987-321REV-MED01S1.jpg
John Edward Svenson (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL National Enterprise Bank of Virginia (Bank 1st))

Engineering Excellence Medal IEEE
IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
La Verne, CA
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/2-inch dieshell(s) exist
1987-435; 1987-459OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

Engineering Excellence Medal IEEE
IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
Piscataway, NJ
Gradasso, Lois - obv
2 1/2-inch dieshell(s) exist
1987-435; 1987-469OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

Pratt, Haraden Award IEEE
IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
Piscataway, NJ
Stock Design - obv
2 1/2-inch dieshell(s) exist
1987-435; 1987-469OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

Pratt, Haraden Award IEEE
IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
Piscataway, NJ
; Stock Die - rev
1 1/2-inch dieshell(s) exist
1987-435; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

Emerson, Richard M. Award IEEE
IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
Piscataway, NJ
Gradasso, Lois - obv
2 1/2-inch dieshell(s) exist
1987-435; 1987-469OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

Emerson, Richard M. Award IEEE
IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
Piscataway, NJ
Gradasso, Lois - rev
2 1/2-inch dieshell(s) exist
1987-435; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

Glen A. Gilbert Memorial Award
John Edward Svenson (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL ASSOCIATION)
Upland, CA
Svenson, John Edward
3-inch x 2 1/2-inch (DUAL); dieshell(s) exist
1987-492; 1987-462OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

Glen A. Gilbert Memorial Award
John Edward Svenson (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL ASSOCIATION)
Upland, CA
Svenson, John E.
3-inch x 2 1/2-inch (DUAL); dieshell(s) exist
1987-492; 1987-462OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

INITIAL Investor 1987 Gift Medal
National Enterprise Bank of Virginia (Bank 1st)
McCLean, VA
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-492; 1987-469OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

INITIAL Investor 1987 Gift Medal
National Enterprise Bank of Virginia (Bank 1st)
McCLean, VA
; Rocha, Manny - rev; hand cut die
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-492; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

1988 Society Medal - The Support System
US Capital Historical Society
Washington, DC
Daub, Eugene L. - obv
3-inch dieshell(s) exist
1987-492; 1987-468OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

1988 Society Medal - The Support System
US Capital Historical Society
Washington, DC
; Daub, Eugene L. - rev
3-inch dieshell(s) exist
1987-492; 1987-469OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

Bible Series Sermon on the Mount Coin
Victor Fink
New York, NY
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-498; 1987-469OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

Bible Series Jesus Walks on Water
Victor Fink
New York, NY
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-498; 1987-469OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

Bible Series Jesus Walks on Water
Victor Fink
New York, NY
; Daub, Eugene L. - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-498; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

Bible Series Jesus Walks on Water
Victor Fink
New York, NY
; Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-498; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

Bible Series Jesus Walks on Water
Victor Fink
New York, NY
; Adams, Steve - rev; Hand Cut
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-498; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

Bible Series Jesus Walks on Water
Victor Fink
New York, NY
; Adams, Steve - rev; Hand Cut
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-498; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES DAVID AND GOLIATH COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-499; 1987-468OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES DAVID AND GOLIATH COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-499; 1987-469OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JESUS WALKS ON WATER
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-499; 1987-469OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JESUS WALKS ON WATER
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
; Daub, Eugene L. - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-499; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JESUS WALKS ON WATER
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
; Adams, Steve - rev; Hand Cut
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-499; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JESUS WALKS ON WATER
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
; Adams, Steve - rev; Hand Cut
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-499; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JESUS WALKS ON WATER
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
; Adams, Steve - rev; Hand Cut
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-499; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JESUS WALKS ON WATER
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
; Adams, Steve - rev; Hand Cut
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-499; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES DAVID AND GOLIATH COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-500; 1987-468OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES DAVID AND GOLIATH COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-500; 1987-469OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JOHN THE BAPTIST COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-501; 1987-469OBV-REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JOHN THE BAPTIST COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-501; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JOHN THE BAPTIST COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-501; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JOHN THE BAPTIST COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-501; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JOHN THE BAPTIST COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-501; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JOHN THE BAPTIST COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-501; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JOHN THE BAPTIST COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-501; 1987-469REV-MED01S1.jpg

BIBLE SERIES JOHN THE BAPTIST COIN
Victor Fink
NEW YORK, NY
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION (HOMER MILLER)

R.J. Reynolds Camel 75th Birthday Medal
Stock Die
1987
1987
1987
1987

TRW Presidents Award for Innovation
TRW, Inc.
Cleveland, OH
1987.002; 1985-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Ohio Valley General Hospital 'Excellence in Caring'
Von Senden Company
Pittsburgh, PA
Adams, Steve - obv: hand cut
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-004; 1987-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Ohio Valley General Hospital 'Excellence in Caring'
Von Senden Company
Pittsburgh, PA
Adams, Steve - obv: hand cut
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-504; 1987-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

R.J. Reynolds Camel 75th Birthday Medal
Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlotte, NC
Mangano, Tom
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-005; 1987-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

BRINKS SAFETY AWARD KEY FOB
MARKETING DYNAMICS, INC.
STAMFORD, CT
Rocha, Manny - hand cut die
1 1/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-009; 1987-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

First F-16 Singapore
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION (HOMER MILLER)
Oklahoma City, OK
Stock Die; Castruccio, David - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-513; 1987-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Battle of Fredericksburg (Chancellorsville) Recognition Products
Media, PA
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-014; 1987-504OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Battle of Fredericksburg (Chancellorsville) Recognition Products
Media, PA
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-016; 1987-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Carleton Medal
Law Society of Upper Canada
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Janis, Kenneth
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-016; 1987-504OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Carleton Medal
Law Society of Upper Canada
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Janis, Kenneth - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-517; 1987-0517REV-MED01S1.JPG

Clemson University Centennial Medal
Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlotte, NC
Adams, Steve - obv: hand cut
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-516; 1987-3150RV-MED01S1.JPG

Clemson University Centennial Medal
Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlotte, NC
Castruccio, David - obv: Stock Design - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-019; 1987-3150RV-MED01S1.JPG

Clemson University Centennial Key Fob
Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlotte, NC
Adams, Steve - obv: hand cut
1 1/4-inch (KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
1987-520; 1987-030OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Alabama State Council on the Arts Medal
Alabama State Council on the Arts
Montgomery, AL
Adams, Steve - obv: lettering change
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-522; 1987-020OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Alabama State Council on the Arts Medal
Alabama State Council on the Arts
Montgomery, AL
; House Rent from Hub Die 1983-274
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-623; 1987-332OBV-MED01S1.JPG

The Great Seal State of Montana SEAL 1989
Centennial 1989
Helena, MT
; Gradasso, Lois - rev
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-625; 1987-332OBV-MED01S1.JPG

IBM DEALER PLAQUE
IBM (International Business Machines)
New York, NY
6 1/8-inch X 4 3/8-inch; no dieshells recorded
1987-377; 1987-527OBV-MED01S1.JPG

IVAC Corporation Key Fob
Idea Man, INC.
Los Angeles, CA
Adams, Steve - obv: hand cut
1 1/4-inch X 1 inch (KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
1987-534; 1987-340OBV-MED01S1.JPG

1983 Little Rock 10th Midwinter Convention American Numismatic Association
Colorado Springs, CO
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/4-inch (KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist
1987-533; 1987-530OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Junior Sled Dog Medal
Alpo Pet Foods
Allentown, PA
2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1987-000; 1987-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Kemper Open Key Fob - TPC AT AVENEL
Kemper Open (TOURNAIMENT PLAYERS CLUB - TPC)
Poniac, MD
Hand Cut Die - obv
1 1/4-inch (KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
1986-019; 1986-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

CENTENNIAL KEYFOB
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
WASHINGTON, DC
3-inch & 1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-012; 1986-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

National Association of Printers and Lithographers
National Association of Printers and Lithographers
Teeack, NJ
Lettering Changes
1 1/2-inch (KEY RING); no dieshells recorded
1986-014; 1986-04OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Clyde's 25th Anniversary 1963-1988
Clyde's Inc.
Washington, DC
Hand Cut Die - obv
2 3/8-inch X 1 7/8-inch (REGULAR SHAPE KEY RING); no dieshells recorded
1986-077; 1986-070OBV-MED01S1.JPG

1985-89 Page 36 of 53
University of New Mexico Centennial Creative Concepts, Inc.
Albuquerque, NM
Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-006; 1986-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

Junior Sled Dog Medal
Alpo Pet Foods
Allentown, PA
2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1986-000; 1986-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG

The PMA Group
PMA Insurance Company
Philadelphia, PA
Adams, Steve - obv
1 1/2-inch (KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
1986-019; 1986-050OBV-MED01S1.JPG
1. The PMA Group
   PMA Insurance Company
   Philadelphia, PA
   Adams, Steve: Hand Cut Die - rev
   1 1/2-inch (KEY RING), dieshell(s) exist
   1988-03A, 1988-03REV-MED0151.jpg

2. KOJI KOBAYASHI AWARD IEEE
   IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
   PISCATAWAY, NJ
   2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
   1988-024, 1988-02OBSV-MED0151.jpg

3. KOJI KOBAYASHI AWARD IEEE
   IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
   PISCATAWAY, NJ
   2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
   1988-024, 1988-02OBSV-MED0151.jpg

4. DEC 100 DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
   MARKETING INCENTIVES
   NORWOOD, MA
   2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
   1988-035, 1988-03OBSV-MED0151.jpg

5. Xerox Coastal Region Award
   Maco-Frank Rasarck
   Danbury, CT
   Castruccio, David - obv
   3-inch; no dieshells recorded
   1988-03B, 1988-03OBSV-MED0151.jpg

6. HAWMING, RICHARD MEDAL IEEE
   IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
   PISCATAWAY, NJ
   2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
   1988-030, 1988-03OBSV-MED0151.jpg

7. HAWMING, RICHARD MEDAL IEEE
   IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
   PISCATAWAY, NJ
   2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
   1988-031, 1988-03REV-MED0151.jpg

8. RUAN Outstanding Performance Award-SAFETY
   Fletcher Communications(Ruan)
   Des Moines, IA
   Adams, Steve - obv: hand cut
   1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
   1988-032, 1988-03VE-MED0151.jpg

9. RUAN Outstanding Performance Award-SAFETY
   Fletcher Communications(Ruan)
   Des Moines, IA
   Adams, Steve: Hand Cut Die - rev
   1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
   1988-033, 1988-03REV-MED0151.jpg

10. SUNBURST BANK DEDICATION MEDAL
    THE SUNBURST BANK (BANK SOLD TO UNION PLANNER BANK)
    1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
    1988-03A, 1988-03OBSV-MED0151.jpg

11. SUNBURST BANK DEDICATION MEDAL
    THE SUNBURST BANK (BANK SOLD TO UNION PLANNER BANK)
    1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
    1988-030, 1988-03REV-MED0151.jpg

12. Lindberg, Robert Award
    American Burn Association
    Cincinnati, OH
    Castruccio, David
    2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
    1988-035; 1988-03OBSV-MED0151.jpg

13. Boer, Karl W. Solar Energy Award
    Charles Parks Studio
    Wilmington, DE
    Parks, Charles
    3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
    1988-040; 1988-04OBSV-MED0151.jpg

14. Boer, Karl W. Solar Energy Award
    Sun Lettering
    Wilmington, DE
    Parks, Charles
    3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
    1988-041; 1988-04REV-MED0151.jpg

15. Helicopter Heroism Medal
    Phillips Business Information
    Potomac, MD
    3-inch; no dieshells recorded
    1988-045; 1988-04OBSV-MED0151.jpg

16. Helicopter Heroism Medal
    Keller Public Relations(Textron)
    Farmington, CT
    From Existing Die - Reverse
    3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
    1988-043; 1988-04REV-MED0151.jpg

17. Society of Medalists #118 Snow and Sand
    Society of Medalists
    Danbury, CT
    Varani, Patricia
    2 3/4-inch X 2 3/4-INCH (IRRREGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
    1988-047; 1988-04OBSV-MED0151.jpg

18. Society of Medalists #118 Snow and Sand
    Society of Medalists
    Danbury, CT
    Varani, Patricia
    2 3/4-inch X 2 3/4-INCH (IRRREGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
    1988-047; 1988-04REV-MED0151.jpg

19. BROCK AWARD (REVERSE for INTERNATIONAL SOC.)
    American Society of Photometrography and Remote Sensing
    Falls Church, VA
    New Lettering
    2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
    1988-049; 1988-04OBSV-MED0151.jpg

20. BROCK AWARD (REVERSE for INTERNATIONAL SOC.)
    American Society of Photometrography and Remote Sensing
    Falls Church, VA
    New Lettering
    2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
    1988-049; 1988-04REV-MED0151.jpg

21. Jordan, John W. Medal
    Powers Promotion (AMERICAN SOCIETY OF REGIONAL ANESTHESIA)
    Richmond, VA
    From Existing Die - Obverse
    3-inch; no dieshells recorded
    1988-060; 1988-05OBSV-MED0151.jpg

22. Julissa Casting, Inc. (INSTITUTO DE CULTURA PUERTORRIQUENA)
    United Parcel Service (UPS)
    Greenwich, CT
    Adams, Steve - obv: hand cut
    1 1/4-inch(OCTAGON SHAPE KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
    1988-060; 1988-06OBSV-MED0151.jpg

23. KORE OCTAGONAL MEDAL
    United Parcel Service (UPS)
    GREENWICH, CT
    2 5/16-inch(OCTAGON SHAPE); no dieshells recorded
    1988-061; 1988-06OBSV-MED0151.jpg

24. KORE OCTAGONAL MEDAL
    United Parcel Service (UPS)
    GREENWICH, CT
    2 5/16-inch(OCTAGON SHAPE); no dieshells recorded
    1988-061; 1988-06OBSV-MED0151.jpg

25. KORE OCTAGONAL MEDAL
    United Parcel Service (UPS)
    GREENWICH, CT
    2 5/16-inch(OCTAGON SHAPE); no dieshells recorded
    1988-061; 1988-06OBSV-MED0151.jpg

26. Alton Ochsner Foundation
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

27. American Burn Association
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

28. Alton Ochsner Foundation
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

29. United Parcel Service (UPS)
    Greenwich, CT
    no dieshells recorded

30. American Burn Association
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

31. Alton Ochsner Foundation
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

32. American Burn Association
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

33. American Burn Association
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

34. Alton Ochsner Foundation
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

35. Alton Ochsner Foundation
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

36. Alton Ochsner Foundation
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

37. American Burn Association
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

38. Alton Ochsner Foundation
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

39. American Burn Association
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

40. Alton Ochsner Foundation
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded

41. American Burn Association
    Potomac, MD
    no dieshells recorded
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MED01S1.JPG</td>
<td>President’s Medal of Honor Mount Holyoke College South Hadley, MA Hansen, Peer - obv 3-inch: dieshell(s) exist 1988-080; 1988-080REV-MED01S1.JPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED01S1.JPG</td>
<td>President’s Medal of Honor Mount Holyoke College South Hadley, MA Hansen, Peer - obv 3-inch: dieshell(s) exist 1988-080; 1988-080REV-MED01S1.JPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED01S1.JPG</td>
<td>Show The Spirit Coin Knights of Columbus New Haven, CT Asperandio, European - obv 1 1/2-inch: dieshell(s) exist 1988-071; 1988-070OBV-MED01S1.JPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED01S1.JPG</td>
<td>Show The Spirit Coin Knights of Columbus New Haven, CT Asperandio, European - rev 2-inch: dieshell(s) exist 1988-072; 1988-072OBV-MED01S1.JPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED01S1.JPG</td>
<td>350th Anniversary Medal of New Haven Peter Indorf, Inc. New Haven, CT house - obv: Lantuch, Paul - rev 2-inch: dieshell(s) exist 1988-073; 1988-073REV-MED01S1.JPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED01S1.JPG</td>
<td>350th Anniversary Medal of New Haven Peter Indorf, Inc. New Haven, CT Lantuch, Paul - obv: Stock Die - rev 2-inch: dieshell(s) exist 1988-074; 1988-074OBV-MED01S1.JPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED01S1.JPG</td>
<td>Emily Parson Medal Electra Waggoner Biggs (Santa Rosa Ranch) Vernon, TX Biggs, Electra Waggoner 1 1/2-inch: dieshell(s) exist 1988-075; 1988-075REV-MED01S1.JPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED01S1.JPG</td>
<td>Amelia Pyne Medal Electra Waggoner Biggs (Santa Rosa Ranch) Vernon, TX Biggs, Electra Waggoner 1 1/4-inch: dieshell(s) exist 1988-076; 1988-076OBV-MED01S1.JPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED01S1.JPG</td>
<td>First National Bank of Panhandle, TX Grayso Bank Products, Inc. Carrolton, TX Adams, Steve - obv: Hand Cut Die - rev 1 1/2-inch: no dieshells recorded 1988-077; 1988-076OBV-MED01S1.JPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED01S1.JPG</td>
<td>First National Bank of Panhandle, TX Grayso Bank Products, Inc. Carrolton, TX Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev 1 1/2-inch: dieshell(s) exist 1988-078; 1988-078REV-MED01S1.JPG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Frances Jones Pooleker Award
American Horticultural Society
Mount Vernon, VA
Guner, Gladys - obv
2 1/2-inch dieshell(s) exist
1988-113; 1990-115OBV-0916D1.jpg

Frances Jones Pooleker Award
American Horticultural Society
Mount Vernon, VA
Guner, Gladys - rev
2 inch dieshell(s) exist
1988-114; 1988-114REV-0916D1.jpg

POLAROID PARTNERS IN EXCELLENCE PLAQUE
IDEAOLGY, INC.
NEEDHAM HEIGHTS, MA
6 inch dieshell(s) exist
1988-115; 1990-115OBV-0916D1.jpg

Sea World Commemorative Medal
Sea World of Texas
San Antonio, TX
Hand Cut Die
1 1/2 inch; no dieshells recorded
1988-117; 1990-117OBV-0916D1.jpg

Sea World Commemorative Medal
Sea World of Texas
San Antonio, TX
Hand Cut Die
1 1/2 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-118; 1988-118OBV-0916D1.jpg

Dwight David Eisenhower Medal
Eisenhower Exchange Fellowship
Philadelphia, PA
Gradasso, Lois - lettering change from die #1926-36
1988-119; 1988-119OBV-0916D1.jpg

Dwight David Eisenhower Medal
Eisenhower Exchange Fellowship
Philadelphia, PA
Gradasso, Lois - lettering change from die #1926-36
3 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-120; 1988-120OBV-0916D1.jpg

Trust Plus Award
Idealogy, Inc. (Shawmut Bank)
Needham Heights, MA
Hansen, Peer - obv
2 1/2 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-121; 1988-121OBV-0916D1.jpg

Trust Plus Award
Idealogy, Inc. (Shawmut Bank)
Needham Heights, MA
Hansen, Peer - rev
2 1/2 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-122; 1988-122OBV-0916D1.jpg

1988 CONVENTION BADGES (BLANK BAR W/4 RINGS)
MACO (REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE)
DANBURY, CT
1 5/16-inch x 5/16-inch/AAS TWO RINGS TOP AND TWO ON BOTTOM/ no dieshells recorded
1988-124; 1988-124OBV-0916D1.jpg

Caprock Savings and Loan Association Paperweight Performance Award Center
Dallas, TX
Hansen, Peer - obv
2 3/4 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-154; 1988-154OBV-0916D1.jpg

GLORNEY-RAISBECK AWARD, MILTON J. RAISBECK, MD
New York Academy of Medicine
New York, NY
Stock Design - obv; Hansen, Peer - rev
3 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-155; 1988-155OBV-0916D1.jpg

GLORNEY-RAISBECK AWARD, MILTON J. RAISBECK, MD
New York Academy of Medicine
New York, NY
Hansen, Peer - obv; Stock Design - rev
3 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-156; 1988-156OBV-0916D1.jpg

WALLACE AND HINZ LOGO MEDAL
WALLACE & HINZ INC
ARCATA, CA
3 inch; no dieshells recorded
1988-160; 1988-160OBV-0916D1.jpg

HAMMERMAN AWARD MEDAL
Tydlen W. Street (Johns Hopkins) Baltimore, MD
Street, Tylden W.
3 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-161; 1988-161OBV-0916D1.jpg

Flagler Centennial Coin
Flagler Centennial Commission
Flagler, CO
Merante, Marta
1 1/2 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-162; 1988-162OBV-0916D1.jpg

Flagler Centennial Coin
Flagler Centennial Commission
Flagler, CO
Merante, Marta - rev
1 1/2 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-163; 1988-163REV-0916D1.jpg

CSX Corp Master Logo
Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlotte, NC
Hand Cut Die - obv
3 inch; no dieshells recorded
1988-165; 1988-165OBV-0916D1.jpg

GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY MEDAL
GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY
FAIRFAX, VA
3 inch; dieshell(s) exist

George Mason University Medal
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA
3 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-170; 1988-170OBV-0916D1.jpg

George Mason University Medal
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA
3 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-171; 1988-171OBV-0916D1.jpg

Centennial of Golf in America
True Distance
Houston, TX
Mangano, Tom
3 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-172; 1988-172OBV-0916D1.jpg

Centennial of Golf - Players of the Decades
True Distance
Houston, TX
Adams, Steve - Hand Cut Die - rev
3 inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-173; 1988-173OBV-0916D1.jpg

1988 Cincinnati Summer Convention - 97TH ANNIVERSARY
American Numismatic Association
Colorado Springs, CO
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/4 inch; KEY RING; no dieshells recorded
1988-180; 1988-180OBV-0916D1.jpg

1988 Cincinnati Summer Convention - 97TH ANNIVERSARY
American Numismatic Association
Colorado Springs, CO
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/4 inch; KEY RING; dieshell(s) exist
1988-181; 1988-181OBV-0916D1.jpg

One Pound - 1 LB. Chocolate Certificate
Ethel M. Chocolates
Las Vegas, NV
Hansen, Peer - lettering change
1 1/2 inch; dieshell(s) exist

One Pound - 1 LB. Chocolate Certificate
Ethel M. Chocolates
Las Vegas, NV
Hansen, Peer - lettering change
1 1/2 inch; dieshell(s) exist
Castruccio, David

Award for Technological Creativity
Union Camp Corporation
Wayne, NJ
Gradasso, Lois - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-229; 1988-229OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Gradasso, Lois - rev
2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

BOSTON COLLEGE LAW SCHOOL FOUNDER’S MEDAL (IDEOLOGY, INC. NEEDHAM HEIGHTS, MA
3-inch; HAS EYELET); dieshell(s) exist

Kaufmann, Richard H. Award
IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
Placatway, NJ
Hansen, Peer - obv
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-233; 1988-233OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Kaufmann, Richard H. Award
IEEE FOUNDATION, INC.
Placatway, NJ
Hansen, Peer - rev
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-234; 1988-234OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

The Peck School Medal
Stewart Morris, Inc.
Madinon, NJ
Castruccio, David - obv; Stock Design - rev; Recessed wreath
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-235; 1988-235OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

The Peck School Medal
Stewart Morris, Inc.
Madinon, NJ
Castruccio, David - obv; Stock Design - rev; Recessed wreath
1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-236; 1988-236OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Centennial Belt Buckle Prairie Trails & Shiny Rails
Flagler Centennial Commission
Flagler, CO
Merante, Maria
3 1/4-inch X 2 1/2-inch; (POWELL SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
1988-223; 1988-223OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

National Geographic 100th Anniversary Medal
National Geographic Society
Washington, DC
Castruccio, David - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-240; 1988-240OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Norfolk Academy Medal
The Competition
Virginia Beach, VA
Hand Cut Die
2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1988-241; 1988-241OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Millennium of Christianity in the Ukraine
Donald Shandor
New Brunswick, NJ
Gradasso, Lois - obv
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-244; 1988-244OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Millennium of Christianity in the Ukraine
Donald Shandor
New Brunswick, NJ
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-245; 1988-245OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Alan V. Cox Medal
Stanford University
Stanford, CA
Gradasso, Lois - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-246; 1988-246OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Charles Stark Draper Prize National Academy of Engineering
Washington, DC
Hansen, Peer - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-247; 1988-247OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Charles Stark Draper Prize National Academy of Engineering
Washington, DC
Hansen, Peer - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-248; 1988-248OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Paul Klemperer Award
New York Academy of Medicine
New York, NY
Gradasso, Lois - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-249; 1988-249OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Paul Klemperer Award
New York Academy of Medicine
New York, NY
Gradasso, Lois - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-250; 1988-250OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

125th Brigade Badge
Starn & Gettyburg
National Park Service
Gettyburg, PA
Gradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/4-inch; (IRREGULAR SHAPE); POLICE BADGE SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
1988-257; 1988-257OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG

Homer H. Lowry Award
Shekada Associates, Inc. (US DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY)
Rockville, MD
Hansen, Peer - obv
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1989 Ohio Honey Bee Festival BERRY MIDDLE SCHOOL
Shirley Kilburn
Cheapest, VA
Stock Design - obv; Hansen, Peer - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-261; 1988-261OBV/REV-MED0151.JPG
**Specimen Image Archive -- Proprietary and Confidential -- Not For Distribution**

**Medallion Model**

**PRESIDENT'S MEDAL**

Baylor University

Waco, TX

Crown, Dog

2 3/4-inch; no dieshells recorded

1988-203; 1988-203OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Wyoming Centennial 42-Buckle Belt**

Western Heritage

Encampment, WY

Graduate, Lori

3 3/8-inch x 2 5/16-inch (REGULAR); dieshell(s) exist

1988-306; 1988-306OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Wyoming Centennial 42-Buckle Belt**

Western Heritage

Encampment, WY

Graduate, Lori

3 3/8-inch x 2 5/16-inch (REGULAR); dieshell(s) exist

1988-306; 1988-306OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Herbert L. Jamison and Company Insurance**

Milton Goldfarb Associates

New York, NY

Hand Cut Die - obv

2 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded

1988-303; 1988-303OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Herbert L. Jamison and Company Insurance**

Milton Goldfarb Associates

New York, NY

Hand Cut Die - rev

2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1988-316; 1988-316OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Herbert L. Jamison and Company Insurance**

Milton Goldfarb Associates

New York, NY

Hand Cut Die - rev

1 1/4-inch (KEY RING); no dieshells recorded

1988-371; 1988-371OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Herbert L. Jamison and Company Insurance**

Milton Goldfarb Associates

New York, NY

Hand Cut Die - rev

1 1/4-inch (KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist

1988-372; 1988-372OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Distinguished Faculty Scholar Award**

University of Miami

Coral Gables, FL

Hansen, Peer - rev

3-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1988-315; 1988-315OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Distinguished Faculty Scholar Award**

University of Miami

Coral Gables, FL

Castro, David - rev

3-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1988-314; 1988-314OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Copied Award**

Memorial College

Riverdale, NY

Castro, David - obv

3-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1988-315; 1988-315OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Copied Award**

Memorial College

Riverdale, NY

Crow, Dog

2 3/4-inch; no dieshells recorded

1988-303; 1988-303OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Copied Award**

Memorial College

Riverdale, NY

Hansen, Peer - rev

3 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1988-316; 1988-316OBV-MED0151.JPG

**On Koelners Pond Medal**

H. J. Koehler, IL

Bosston, NJ

Customer Supplied

1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1988-319; 1988-319OBV-MED0151.JPG

**COMMODORE URIAH P. LEVY MEDAL**

Mel Vitaccis Numismatic Marketing

WOODLAND HILLS, CA

Reed, Hal

2-inch (REGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist

1988-319; 1988-319OBV-MED0151.JPG

**COMMODORE URIAH P. LEVY MEDAL**

Mel Vitaccis Numismatic Marketing

WOODLAND HILLS, CA

Reed, Hal

2-inch (REGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist

1988-320; 1988-320OBV-MED0151.JPG

**MASARU BIKA AWARD MEDAL**

IEEE Foundation, Inc.

PISCATAWAY, NJ

1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1988-321; 1988-321OBV-MED0151.JPG

**MASARU BIKA AWARD MEDAL**

IEEE Foundation, Inc.

PISCATAWAY, NJ

1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1988-322; 1988-322OBV-MED0151.JPG

**BLOUNT DEDICATION MEDAL**

J. J. Jaxon Company

Eufaula, AL

3-inch; no dieshells recorded

1988-323; 1988-323OBV-MED0151.JPG

**John Deere Model D 1989 Calendar Medal and Belt Buckle**

Lee Wayne (JOHN DEERE)

Sterling, IL

Gunter, Gladys - obv

3 3/8-inch X 2 9/16-inch (KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist

1988-324; 1988-324OBV-MED0151.JPG

**John Deere Model D 1989 Calendar Medal and Belt Buckle**

Lee Wayne (JOHN DEERE)

Sterling, IL

Gunter, Gladys - rev

3 3/8-inch X 2 9/16-inch (KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist

1988-325; 1988-325OBV-MED0151.JPG

**MALCOLM BALDRIGE NATIONAL QUALITY AWARD**

AMERICAN PRODUCTIVITY CENTER / AMERICAN SOCIETY QUALITY CONTROL

HOUSTON, TX

Hansen, Peer

3-inch; no dieshells recorded

1988-326; 1988-326OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Connecticut Quality Improvement Award**

Shelia Carmine

Woodland Hill, CT

Hand Cut Die - obv

3-inch; no dieshells recorded

1988-320; 1988-320OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Solid-State Circuits Award**

IEEE Foundation, Inc.

PISCATAWAY, NJ

Hansen, Peer - obv

1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1988-329; 1988-329OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Federal Prison Industries/FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS SEAL MEDAL**

Mac-Donald Schwartz (FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS)

Danbury, CT

Castro, David - obv

1 1/4-inch (KEY RING); no dieshells recorded

1980-300; 1980-300OBV-MED0151.JPG

**FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS SEAL Key Fob**

Mac-Donald Schwartz (FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS)

Danbury, CT

Castro, David - rev

1 1/4-inch (KEY RING); no dieshells recorded

1980-300; 1980-300OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Colonial Life Insurance Co. 50th Anniversary**

Fletcher, Barnhardt & White

Charlotte, NC

Hansen, Peer - rev

2 1/2-inch & 1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded

1989-307; 1989-307OBV-MED0151.JPG

**Colonial Life Insurance Co. 50th Anniversary**

Fletcher, Barnhardt & White

Charlotte, NC

Hansen, Peer - rev

2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1989-305; 1989-305OBV-MED0151.JPG

**CIGNA FOUR RING GOLD CIRCLE (OLD STYLE)**

John Michael Associates

WEST HARTFORD, CT

3 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

1988-304; 1988-304OBV-MED0151.JPG

**National Geographic Society Founded in 1888**

National Geographic Society

Washington, DC

Castro, David - obv

1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded

1980-300; 1980-300OBV-MED0151.JPG

**National Geographic Society Founded in 1888**

National Geographic Society

Washington, DC

Castro, David - rev

1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded

1980-300; 1980-300OBV-MED0151.JPG
MEDALLA DE LA JUVENTUD PUERTORREQUENA (Medal of Puerto Rican Youth)

JULIJA CASTING, INC. (ESTADO LIBRE ASOCIADO DE PUERTO RICO)

CAROLINA, PR
Gradasso, Lois
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-408; 1988-409REV-MED0151.JPG

Fuji Film Gold Medal for Outstanding Achievement Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE)

White Plains, NY
Castruccio, David - rev
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-409; 1988-408REV-MED0151.JPG

Bush, George Inaugural Medal 1989

Republican Inaugural Committee

Washington, DC
Kauffman, Mico
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-410; 1988-411REV-MED0151.JPG

Bush, George Inaugural Medal 1989

Republican Inaugural Committee

Washington, DC
Kauffman, Mico
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-411; 1988-410REV-MED0151.JPG

The Henry G. Doll Award

Schumberger

Ridgfield, CT
Hansen, Peer - obv; Stock Design - rev
4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-421; 1988-420REV-MED0151.JPG

The Henry G. Doll Award

Schumberger

Ridgfield, CT
Hansen, Peer - obv; Stock Design - rev
4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-420; 1988-421REV-MED0151.JPG

1 DB • D&B GENERAL MANAGEMENT MEETING

Dan and Bradstreet

New York, NY
Hand Cut Die - rev; Eastern Eagle
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-427; 1988-428REV-MED0151.JPG

D&B General Management Meeting

Dan and Bradstreet

New York, NY
Hand Cut Die - rev; Eastern Eagle
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-426; 1988-427REV-MED0151.JPG

Cantus Medal Associated Catholic Charities Association of Catholic Charities

Baltimore, MD
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/4-inch(K/E KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist
1988-429; 1988-430REV-MED0151.JPG

CARTAS MEDAL The Archdiocese of Washington

Association of Catholic Charities

Baltimore, MD
Gradasso, Lois - rev
1 1/4-inch(K/E KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist
1988-428; 1988-429REV-MED0151.JPG

Boston University SESQUICENTENNIAL 1839-1989

Ideology, Inc.
Needham Heights, MA
Gunzer, Gladys
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-436; 1988-437REV-MED0151.JPG

BOSTON UNIVERSITY SESQUICENTENNIAL 1839-1989

Ideology, Inc.
Needham Heights, MA
Gunzer, Gladys - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-437; 1988-436REV-MED0151.JPG

MODJESKA, HELENE FIRST LADY OF THE THEATRE

POLISH-AMERICAN HISTORICAL

LOS ANGELES, CA
Kawecak, Leon S.
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-439; 1988-438REV-MED0151.JPG

MODJESKA, HELENE FIRST LADY OF THE THEATRE

POLISH-AMERICAN HISTORICAL

LOS ANGELES, CA
Kawecak, Leon S.
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-438; 1988-439REV-MED0151.JPG

Inaugural Coin George Bush MACO-INAUGURAL

Danbury, CT
Kaufman, Mico
1 1/8-inch; no dieshell(s) recorded
1988-441; 1988-440REV-MED0151.JPG

Inaugural Coin George Bush MACO-INAUGURAL

Danbury, CT
Kaufman, Mico
1 1/8-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-440; 1988-441REV-MED0151.JPG

President John F. Kennedy Medal

Mel Wacks Numismatic Marketing

Woodland Hills, CA
Vince, Paul
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-444; 1988-443REV-MED0151.JPG

President John F. Kennedy Medal

Mel Wacks Numismatic Marketing

Woodland Hills, CA
Vince, Paul
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-443; 1988-444REV-MED0151.JPG

President John F. Kennedy Medal

Mel Wacks Numismatic Marketing

Woodland Hills, CA
Vince, Paul
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-445; 1988-446REV-MED0151.JPG

President John F. Kennedy Medal

Mel Wacks Numismatic Marketing

Woodland Hills, CA
Vince, Paul
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-447; 1988-446REV-MED0151.JPG

Bendix Brake Systems Logo

Allied Automotive World Headquarters

Southfield, MI
Stock Design - obv; Hand Cut Die - rev
1 1/4-inch(K/E KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist
1988-448; 1988-447REV-MED0151.JPG

Bendix Brake Systems Logo

Allied Automotive World Headquarters

Southfield, MI
Stock Design - obv; Hand Cut Die - rev
1 1/4-inch(K/E KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist
1988-447; 1988-448REV-MED0151.JPG

CAMEL HEAD KEY FOB

Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlottesville, NC
Hansen, Peer
1 1/4-inch(K/E KEY FOB); dieshell(s) exist
1988-449; 1988-448REV-MED0151.JPG

John Deere 60 Series Tractor Key Tag

Lee Wayne (JOHN DEERE)
Sterling, IL
Gunzer, Gladys - rev
1 1/2-inch(IRREGULAR SHAPE KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist
1988-451; 1988-450REV-MED0151.JPG

John Deere 60 Series Tractor Key Tag

Lee Wayne (JOHN DEERE)
Sterling, IL
Gunzer, Gladys - rev
1 1/2-inch(IRREGULAR SHAPE KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist
1988-450; 1988-451REV-MED0151.JPG

Crowley TMT Series #2

Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlottesville, NC
Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1989-002; 1989-003REV-MED0151.JPG

Crowley TMT Series #2-Puerto Rico

Fletcher, Barnhardt & White
Charlottesville, NC
Castruccio, David - rev
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-003; 1988-004REV-MED0151.JPG

Panama Canal 75th Anniversary

Panama Canal Commission

Miami, FL
Hansen, Peer - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1989-004; 1989-005REV-MED0151.JPG

Panama Canal 75th Anniversary

Panama Canal Commission

Miami, FL
Hansen, Peer - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1989-005; 1989-004REV-MED0151.JPG

Mendonza, Armand First Prize Silver Certificate

Landover, MD
President John F. Kennedy Medal

Mel Wacks Numismatic Marketing

Woodland Hills, CA
Vince, Paul
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1988-444; 1988-443REV-MED0151.JPG
EDWARD GROVE (PRESERVATION FOUNDATION OF PALM BEACH) Medal

Bruel Gold Medal
- American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

Carl Roseberg Fellowship of Southern Writers (FSW)
- 1989

Nathan Smith MD FOUNDER Medal
- Dartmouth Medical School
- Hanover, NH
- 1 1/2-inch; obv: 3/4-inch (REGULAR SHIELD SHAPE KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist

Fellowship of Southern Writers (FSW)
- Kurt J. Mastorof
- New Palz, NY
- 3-inch (REGULAR SHIELD SHAPE KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist

Fairfield, NJ
- Guzzer, Gladys - obv: 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Carter Lowance FELLOW IN PUBLIC SERVICE Medal
- College of William and Mary
- Williamsburg, VA
- 2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Carter Lowance FELLOW IN PUBLIC SERVICE Medal
- College of William and Mary
- Williamsburg, VA
- 3 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Per Brul Gold Medal
- American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
- Fairfield, NJ
- 2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Brul Gold Medal - For Noise Control and Acoustics
- American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
- Fairfield, NJ
- 3 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Wyoming Centennial Belt Buckle Series #1 1890
- 3 1/2-inch x 2 5/16-inch (REGULAR SHAPE); no dieshells recorded

Wyoming Centennial Belt Buckle Series #3 1890
- 3 1/2-inch x 2 5/16-inch (REGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist

US Capitol Historical Society Medal(Washington's Inauguration)
- Washington, DC
- 1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Unocal Century of Spirit Medal
- Vail Durup and Associates
- Santa Ana, CA
- 3-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Unocal Century of Spirit Buckle
- Vail Durup and Associates
- Santa Ana, CA
- 3-inch; dieshell(s) exist

US Capitol Historical Society Medal
- Washington, DC
- 3-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Boys Clubs of America Keystone Medal
- Boys Clubs of America
- New York, NY
- Gradatoss, Lois - rev: 3-inch (HAS RING); dieshell(s) exist
- 1989-040; 1989-041

Boys Clubs of America Medal
- Boys Clubs of America
- New York, NY
- Gradatoss, Lois - obv: 3-inch (HAS RING); dieshell(s) exist
- 1989-041; 1989-042

COMMERCE RESTORED / KNOWLEDGE PRESERVED John Manzoni (Society of Italic Studies)
- Floral Park, NY
- Hansen, Peer - rev: 1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Joyce, W. Swaney Award
- WV Choral Award
- 1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist

US Capitol Historical Society Medal(Congress)
- Washington, DC
- 3-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Boys Clubs of America Medal
- Boys Clubs of America
- New York, NY
- Gradatoss, Lois - rev: 3-inch (HAS RING); dieshell(s) exist
- 1989-042

Boys Clubs of America Medal
- Boys Clubs of America
- New York, NY
- Gradatoss, Lois - obv: 3-inch (HAS RING); dieshell(s) exist
- 1989-040; 1989-041

CSX Key Fob
- Maco-C.W. Bresloff
- Danbury, CT
- 1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Whitlock, Marvin Award Medal Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
- Warranette, PA
- Gradatoss, Lois
- 3-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Whitlock, Marvin Award Medal Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
- Warranette, PA
- Gradatoss, Lois
- 3-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Boys Clubs of America Medal
- Boys Clubs of America
- New York, NY
- Gradatoss, Lois - rev: 2-inch (HAS RING); dieshell(s) exist
- 1989-040; 1989-041

Boys Clubs of America Medal
- Boys Clubs of America
- New York, NY
- Gradatoss, Lois - obv: 2-inch (HAS RING); dieshell(s) exist
- 1989-040; 1989-041

US Senate Seal
- Maco-Frank Ransick
- Danbury, CT
- Guzzer, Gladys - obv: 3-inch; dieshell(s) exist

Boys Clubs of America Medal
- Boys Clubs of America
- New York, NY
- Gradatoss, Lois - rev: 2-inch (HAS RING); dieshell(s) exist
- 1989-040; 1989-041
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION (HOMER MILLER)

2-inch X 1 1/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1989-435; 1989-450OBV; MED0151.jpg

Towle Manufacturing Company 300 Years
Towle Manufacturing
Newberryport, MA

Rocha, Manny - hand cut die - existing die 1986-089
1 1/2-inch(KEY RING); no dieshells recorded
1989-449; 1989-460OBV; MED0151.jpg

First F-16 Bahrajn/Defense Force/Medal
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION (HOMER MILLER)
Oklahoma City, OK

Castruccio, David - obv
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1989-435; 1989-439REV; MED0151.jpg

New York Marine Managers 15th Anniversary
New York Marine Managers
New York, NY

Giradasso, Lois - obv
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1989-435; 1989-450OBV; MED0151.jpg

New York Marine Managers 15th Anniversary
New York Marine Managers
New York, NY

Ginzer, Gladys - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1989-439; 1989-439REV; MED0151.jpg

Science Horizons
Science Horizons
New Fairfield, CT

Feeley, Jim - obv; hand cut die - rev
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1989-439; 1989-450OBV; MED0151.jpg

Science Horizons
Science Horizons
New Fairfield, CT

Feeley, Jim - obv; hand cut die
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1989-439; 1989-450OBV; MED0151.jpg

SOCIETY OF MEDALISTS 'FIRE & ICE'
SOCIETY OF MEDALISTS
DANBURY, CT

Daub, Eugene L.

2 7/8-inch(IRREGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
1989-437; 1989-470OBV; MED0151.jpg

SOCIETY OF MEDALISTS 'FIRE & ICE'
SOCIETY OF MEDALISTS
DANBURY, CT

Daub, Eugene L.

2 7/8-inch(IRREGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
1989-436; 1989-438REV; MED0151.jpg

Annuitant Volunteer Key Tag
Exxon Co USA
Houston, TX

Rocha, Manny - hand cut die - existing die 1986-089
1 1/2-inch(KEY RING); no dieshells recorded
1989-447; 1989-470OBV; MED0151.jpg

GM LAKEWOOD PLANT MEDAL
IMPRINTED MARKETING PROMOTIONS, INC.
ATLANTA, GA

C.W. Bresloff (Ebco Mfg. Co.)

519; obv: hand cut die
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1989-453; 1989-450OBV; MED0151.jpg

GM LAKEWOOD PLANT MEDAL
IMPRINTED MARKETING PROMOTIONS, INC.
ATLANTA, GA

DANBURY, CT

Castruccio, David - obv
1 1/2-inch(KEY FOB); no dieshells recorded
1989-453; 1989-450OBV; MED0151.jpg

Science Horizons
Science Horizons
New Fairfield, CT

Feeley, Jim - obv; hand cut die - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1989-449; 1989-460OBV; MED0151.jpg

Science Horizons
Science Horizons
New Fairfield, CT

Feeley, Jim - obv; hand cut die - rev
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1989-449; 1989-460OBV; MED0151.jpg

Annuitant Volunteer Key Tag
Exxon Co USA
Houston, TX

Rocha, Manny - hand cut die - existing die 1986-089
1 1/2-inch(KEY RING); no dieshells recorded
1989-447; 1989-470OBV; MED0151.jpg

SHAKING HANDS STOCK DESIGN
MACO
DANBURY, CT

3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1989-449; 1989-460OBV; MED0151.jpg

SHAKING HANDS STOCK DESIGN KEY FOB
MACO
DANBURY, CT
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